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Abstract 
Progress in the miniaturization and performance in the development of electronic components along with 
the increased heat dissipation as a result of this, forces companies in the industry to streamline the product 
development and its thermal design procedures. The rapid development of electronical equipment 
requires the company to conduct detailed risk assessment and comprehensive design calculations to assure 
that the product’s reliability and requirements are up to thermal standard. To be able to keep up with the 
ever-changing technology with increased heat dissipation, companies need to incorporate an effective 
thermal design in their product development cycle. In this report, an outline is proposed to what a 
company with an already established product development cycle can do to include thermal thinking in 
their design of products. The project is carried out in correspondence with FLIR Systems at whose 
facilities the project was conducted. The project goals were to present a thermal design process that the 
company could use as a guideline and later test this methodology on a product with known thermal 
challenges. In the background research, it was discovered that a few, yet simple, steps had to be taken to 
be able to effectively incorporate thermal design. This also included a selection of simulation software to 
simulate the product in different stages of the development cycle to assess the thermal situation. Several 
softwares were analyzed and two were picked out for further analysis; FloTHERM XT and SolidWorks 
Flow Simulation. The results show that these software effectively could simulate a model with adequate 
accuracy to be used in decision-making, but could increase in accuracy if proper steps are taken before 
actual application. 

 

  



 
 

Sammanfattning 
Framsteg inom miniatyrisering och prestanda i elektroniska komponenter tillsammans med den ökade 
värmegenereringen som en följd av detta tvingar företag i elektronikbranschen att effektivisera 
produktutvecklingen inom termisk design. Den snabba utvecklingen av elektronisk utrustning kräver att 
företag genomför detaljerade riskbedömningar och omfattande konstruktionsberäkningar för att 
säkerställa att produkterna upprätthåller tillförlitligheten och kraven som är satta. För att kunna hålla 
jämna steg med den ständigt föränderliga tekniken behöver företagen införliva en effektiv termisk design i 
sin produktutvecklingscykel. Denna rapport agerar som ett utkast till ett förslag på vad ett företag med en 
redan etablerad produktutvecklingscykel kan göra för att inkludera termisk tänkande i sin design av 
produkter. Projektet är framtaget i överensstämmelse med FLIR Systems på vars anläggningar projektet 
genomfördes. Målet med projektet var att presentera en termisk designprocess som företaget kan använda 
som en riktlinje och senare testa denna metod på en produkt med kända termiska utmaningar. I förstudien 
upptäcktes det att ett antal, men enkla, steg behövs vidtas för att effektivt kunna införliva termisk design i 
företagets produktutveckling. Detta innefattade även att evaluera ett antal simuleringsprogram för att 
simulera produkten i olika stadier av utvecklingscykeln med syfte att bedöma den termiska situationen. 
Flera program analyserades och två plockades ut för vidare analys; FloTHERM XT och SolidWorks Flow 
Simulation.  Resultaten visar att dessa program effektivt kan simulera en modell med tillräcklig 
noggrannhet för att användas i beslutsfattandet för produktens fortskridande, men resultaten kan komma 
att öka i noggrannhet om lämpliga åtgärder vidtas i proaktivt syfte. 
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1 Introduction 
With the constant improvement of the performance and compactness of electrical equipment and 
modules come also side effects. The changes usually involve an increase in power consumption which in 
hand also increases the dissipation of heat. Generally, effective thermal management remains as one of the 
main key parameters for successful product development for electronic devices as the decrease in physical 
space involves a higher heat density. Reduced size doesn’t just provide more manageable equipment, but 
also decreases the space between the electric modules which reduces the cooling opportunities as more 
modules battle for the restricted space. This requires an effective transportation method of high 
concentrations of thermal energy from afflicted devices. 

One of the goals of FLIR Systems lately has been to introduce thermal imaging to the commercial market 
more. This makes the design process change due to the different preferred and prioritized design 
parameters for this category. Instead of having, for example, extreme environmental design factors that 
cameras specialized for firefighting purposes are optimized for, economical and dimensional factors such 
as end-user price and size are more highlighted. However, these factors, along with the computational 
complexity, have a large influence on the thermal management in the camera and needs to be evaluated. 
This, in terms of thermodynamic and mathematical theoretical science and equations, along with 
simulations and empirical lab testing, will provide extended documentation and understanding of the 
thermal problems that appear in close spaces with heavy electronic modules involved; in this case an 
infrared thermal camera. 

By integrating simulation exercises early in the design process, the cost of developing a product can 
decrease vastly due to less iteration in the design process, mainly drawing back the cost in the prototype 
stage. In addition, another upside of less iterations are that the development time is reduced.  

In terms of sustainable energy engineering, by “streamlining” the development cycle by adding simulation, 
less physical resources are used to create prototypes which means a reduction in environmental footprint. 
By having a better overall plan might decrease the resource usage, or act as a basis to plan for the resource 
usage which can thus be dealt in a more sustainable manner. The simulations with integration to the CAE 
environment also acts as an experiential platform to test ideas that would otherwise be less attractive to 
create a mock-up of due to complexity, cost or unclear thermal properties. These ideas might prove to be 
energy efficient and interesting for prototype testing after simulation studies. 

The goal in this project is to pinpoint the areas in the development cycle where FLIR Systems can and 
need to implement CAE based thermal management. This will be done by conducting a wide research of 
similar projects along with an analysis of the development methodology currently used at the company. A 
brief plan of how to implement this will be proposed, and will also be tested on an existing camera to see 
the compliance. This will be done through simulations for which a software will be analyzed and chosen, 
and will later be compared with measurements to see the correlation. This will answer the research 
questions stated that are: “Is it possible to implement effective thermal design at FLIR?” and “How well 
can the existing employees do it without external sources?” 

Due to the nature of this project, and that it is carried out in cooperation with a company; some segments 
of the report will be undisclosed to protect intellectual property. 
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1.1 Brief introduction to heat transfer 

Conductive Heat Transfer 
Conductive heat transfer is achieved when two states of matter is in direct contact with each other, with 
one of them having an elevated temperature compared to the other. This is usually described as the heat is 
diffused through the matter through molecular interactions in absence of fluid motion. The governing 
equation for this kind of heat transfer is described by the Fourier Law and is explained in equation (1) 
below, assuming that the thermal conductivity in the material is direction dependent [1]. 

 
0 ∙ ∙ ∙  ( 1 ) 

 

where  is the heat flux,  is the thermal conductivity of the material in respective direction,  is the 

area of heat perpendicular to the respective direction,  is the temperature change between the surfaces 
and lastly  is the distance between the surfaces in respective direction. Solid materials are not usually 
direction dependent, but laminated materials such as epoxy printed circuit boards (PCB) usually are [1]. 

Heat transfer works similar to electrical flow and can analogously be interpreted similarly. This enables the 
above equation to be further simplified through the introduction of something called thermal resistance, 
which is presented in equation (2). 

 
 ( 2 ) 

 

A more general equation for one dimensional conductive heat transfer can then be presented in equation 
(3) [1] [2]. 

 ∆
 ( 3 ) 

 

Convective Heat Transfer 
Convective heat transfer achieved when a hot surface has a fluid that is in contact with it, transferring heat 
to it and thereby cooling it down. The fluid is typically air or water, but can also be oil or fluids with 
thermal expansion capabilities.  

The defining equation for the heat transfer coefficient, , is presented in equation (4), commonly called 
Newton’s law of cooling. The value of  depends greatly on several factors, including geometry, 
magnitude of velocity and flow regime among others.  

 ∙ ∙  ( 4 ) 

 

Noteworthy is that although this phenomenon called convection is non-linear; the fundamental equation 
is indeed linear. Here,  is the surface temperature of the object and  is the fluid temperature [1] [2]. 

Two ways of convection is usually used; either natural (free) or forced.  

Natural convection happens when there is still air surrounding the hot surface or object. The air closest to 
the object heats up and due to the buoyancy effect, the density of the heated air decreases and the air rises 
and is replaced by colder, heavier air. Essentially, this is what separates convection from conduction, as 
there would be pure conduction if the induced air current was absent.  

The main acting force here is the Archimedes’ Principle, which explains the net force in terms of differences 
in densities of the object in focus and the fluid, see equation (5).  
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 ∙ ∙  ( 5 ) 

 

Basically, it determines how fast the hot air leaves the area and leaves room for cool air. A higher 
temperature difference induces a higher force, since the buoyancy force is proportional to the density 
difference.  

As the density is dependent on the temperature, an expression is needed to see the variation of density in a 
fluid as the temperature changes. This can be seen in equation (6), where it is assumed that the pressure is 
constant. 

 ∆ ∙ ∙ ∆  ( 6 ) 

 

where  is the volume expansion coefficient defined in equation (7) [3]. 

 1
 ( 7 ) 

 

In natural convection, the currents in the beginning are laminar, but as velocity and temperature starts to 
increase, vortices form and the flow enters the turbulent flow regime. For air, the change to turbulent 
regime starts around 100 °C temperature difference for geometries with a characteristic length of 50 cm. 
However, this is rarely the case for electronic equipment so it can be assumed that the flow always stay 
laminar [2]. 

In this case, the heat transfer coefficient for laminar flow can be calculated as equation (8). 

 
∙

/

 
( 8 ) 

 

where is an empirically geometry and orientation dependent constant which is taken from Table 1 for 
common geometries and  is the characteristic length [2]. 
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Table 1. Different variations of the laminar natural convection heat transfer equation [4] [5] 

 

Forced convection, however, is when a forced fluid flow is induced and passes over the hot surface or 
convection object. The fluid motion can be achieved by fans or pumps etc. The phenomenon is 
complicated due to the nature of fluids as it both involves fluid motion as well as thermal conduction and 
generally, forced convection is more effective than natural convection due to the fact that the hot fluid is 
replaced more quickly which enhances the heat transfer; and that higher velocity equals higher heat 
transfer rate [6]. 

One of the general assumptions in forced convection is that the velocity gradient in the fluid is zero 
closest to the wall. This is called the no-slip condition, and essentially means that closest to the wall, there is 
pure conduction since there is no fluid flow. This is explained in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Visual representation of dynamics in forced convection. 

The governing equation for the heat transfer coefficient in forced convection is thus a mix of conduction 
and convection, evident in equation (9). 

 
∙

∙ 							
→

∙

 
( 9 ) 

 

 

A mean average convection heat transfer coefficient is needed as it tends to vary along the stream of the 
flow due to the velocity boundary layer. However, a rule of thumb is that the flow inside equipment is 
always assumed to be turbulent due to the modules and equipment on a PCB [7].This turbulent layer 
increases the friction force along with the convection heat transfer due to its velocity fluctuation and 
disordered motion. 

In an enclosure, if it can be assumed that the heat transfer from the outside surface is zero, the air inside 
the enclosure is the sole absorber of the heat rejected. This gives way for the basic equation (10). 

 ∙ ∙  ( 10 ) 

 

where	  is the dissipated heat,  is the mass flow of air,  is the specific heat of air and  and  is 
the outlet and inlet temperatures respectively. Noteworthy in this equation is that, if the heat dissipation 
and mass flow is constant, which it usually is, then the outlet temperature is dependent on the inlet 
temperature meaning that a higher inlet temperature causes a higher temperature on components in the 
enclosure [2].  

Generally, the fluid dynamics in forced convection is fairly complex and needs to be thoroughly analyzed 
which depends on a number of factors. Empirical studies have combined results into a dimensionless 
variable called the Reynolds number, 	, presented in equation (11). 

 ∙
 ( 11 ) 

 

Here,  is the velocity of the fluid,  is the characteristic length where fluid flows over the component 
and  is the kinematic viscosity.  

For forced convection, the heat transfer coefficient is usually expressed as an equation involving the 
dimensionless Nusselt number, see equation (12). 
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∙  ( 12 ) 

 

 is here derived from Table 2 for common geometries and includes something called the Prandtl 
number which is often approximated to be constant but is slightly dependent on temperature and also 
changes with different fluids. For air in the temperature range applicable here, the value is around 0.71 [2]. 

Table 2. Empirical variations of different geometries and their respective average Nusselt number equations [8] [9] . 

 

Radiative Heat Transfer 
Radiation heat transfer is due to the fact that a hot surface is emitting electro-magnetic radiation in a wide 
range of frequencies. The distribution of these frequencies originates from the Planck’s law of black-body 
distribution, and when hitting another surface, they are reflected, absorbed or transmitted. The three 
quantities sum up unity and reflect the ratio of each category the selected radiation is split into, see 
equation (13). 

 1 ( 13 ) 

 

where  is the absorptance,  is the reflectance and  is the transmittance.  
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When 1, the radiator absorbs all indicant rays and is ideal. This radiator is commonly called a “black 
body” radiator, which governing equation is equation (14). 
 

 ∙  ( 14 ) 

 

where  is the emitted radiation per unit area,	  is the temperature expressed in kelvin, and  is Stefan-
Boltzmann constant presented in equation (15). 

 

 5.67 ∙ 10 	 /  ( 15 ) 

 

The energy of a black body depends on absorption of radiation from different wavelengths, and the 
energy radiated from each range of wavelengths can be determined from equation (16)  

 ∆
∆

 ( 16 ) 

 

Here, ∆  is the range of wavelengths. The energy emitted from the different wavelengths can be explained 
through Planck’s Law and its corresponding visual representation in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Accurate visual description of Planck’s Law for black body radiation in different wavelengths [10]. 

Rarely does a real case scenario provide a black body and therefore “real” bodies must be taken into 
account. Real bodies radiate less than black bodies, which requires a measurement called emittance,	
, defined by equation (17), 

 
 ( 17 ) 

 

where  is the radiation from the real body and  from a black body, both at temperature . Different 
materials’ value of emittance does vary greatly depending on the geometry which should be taken into 
account when designing components and casing. This can further be advanced into , a “view factor”, 
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i.e. the fraction of energy that reaches the destination object from the originating object. This view factor 
depends on geometry and emissivity of different objects which must be taken into account.   

This changes equation (14) into equation (18) instead, 

 
∙ ∙  

( 18 ) 

 

Where 	is the net radiation loss, 	is the surface temperature of the hot object and  is the cold 
surrounding temperature. This equation is eligible when a smaller body is surrounded by a larger one. 

A general expression of the energy exchange between an emitting surface and another absorbing surface at 
different temperatures is presented in equation (19). 

 ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙  ( 19 ) 

 

Where ,  is the emitted energy from body 1 and two respectively, ,  is the area of the respective 

bodies and ,  is the view factor.  

1.2 Heat generation & cooling techniques in electronics 
Devices that involve a flow of electricity are always susceptible to heat generation due to the presence of 
resistance in electrically conductive materials. Through time, there have been several milestones that have 
radically changed the course of electronics, with one of the first being the vacuum tube by Thomas 
Edison in 1883. Vacuum tubes allowed major technical advances in form of the radio, TV, radio and 
digital computers, but it also had its drawbacks, especially in terms of thermal management. The tubes 
were prone to failure due to its low reliability, were unwieldy and tended to generate vast amounts of heat 
due to its power consumption and resistance. This forced the invention of the transistor around 1947 by 
Shockley, Bardeen & Brattain, which allowed the size of electronic to decrease rapidly. Initially, transistors 
were presented as not dissipating any heat and consuming minimal power as it was negligible comparable 
to the vacuum tubes. This statement was fair until the introduction of integrated circuits where it now was 
possible to put several electrical components onto a single chip [2]. These integrated circuits quickly 
evolved into a miniature chip which could contain more than several hundred thousand of integrated 
components. This is where the heat dissipation quickly adds up and the heat generation of electronic 
nowadays is a force to reckon with. If proper measures to remove the excess heat are not applied, heat 
dissipation poses a major threat to component safety and reliability, until another major breakthrough in 
electrical engineering has been made. 

In basic electronic science, the power delivered to a resistor is all converted to heat, commonly called 
Joule heating. The basic equation for heat generation due to resistance is presented in equation (20). 

 ∙  ( 20 ) 

 

where  is the current through the resistance and the  is the resistance.  

Essentially, what equation (20) says is that to reduce the heat produced due to resistance is either to reduce 
the current through the components or to reduce the resistance of the component. The most prominent 
variable in this equation is the current, as it is squared, and the intuition to reduce heat generation is then 
to reduce the current in the components. However, the trend show that the increasing miniaturization and 
increased need of components requires a higher current induced in the circuit instead. Research is thus 
more commonly put on solutions involving less resistance or more heat resistant components. Materials 
exist that have very low resistance, but have other less favourable properties or are more expensive. 
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Instead, a compromise of heat resistant materials in combination with proper cooling is often used by 
many. 

In an analogous manner, heat transfer can be seen the same as electrical flow, although debated [11]. The 
temperature drop,	∆ , equals the rate of heat,	 , times the thermal resistance, , see equation (21). For 
electricity, this would be voltage, current and resistance respectively. 

 ∆ ∙  ( 21 ) 

 

This also means that the heat flow path, like current, tends to choose the of least resistance. Since the fluid 
generally surrounding components is air, the thermal resistance in that direction is high compared to the 
material in direct contact with the component which induces a high relative conduction heat transfer 
instead. 

Heat will continuously be generated in the component as long as current is flowing through it. 
Subsequently this will cause the temperature of the component to rise until it fails due to thermal-material 
causes, or until heat is transferred away from it. A break-even point at favourable thermal properties for 
the component is sought at which an equilibrium between the heat build-up and cooling of the 
component is achieved. If equipment will operate at room temperature, individual components would 
most likely operate safely for many years, due to no moving parts. However, due to the elevated operation 
temperature, failures are not uncommon, mainly due to thermal damage in forms of diffusion in 
semiconductor materials, chemical reactions and creep in soldering material etc. Colder environments 
equals more reliable component and a rule of thumb is that for every 10 °C decrease in operation 
temperature, the failure rate is halved. This, the other way around, means that the failure rate of electronic 
devices almost increases exponentially with increased temperature, see Figure 3 [2]. 

 
Figure 3. Failure rate in correlation to temperature of electronic components 

This has however been criticised of being overly conservative and to no longer be valid with 
improvements in manufacturing and control and Figure 4 should better describe the actual failure rate of 
tests. O’Connor has argued for that the quality control in the early years of microcircuits was not as high 
as today and that components today are stable to a great margin over the recommended temperatures. The 
Arrhenius formula which these lifetime estimations are based on is pointed out as one of the main culprits 
in this case [12]. 
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Figure 4. More realistic failure curve as proposed by O’Connor in 2002. 

Semiconductors & chips 
In heat transfer theory which involves electronics, the “hot-spots”, i.e. where heat is generated through 
the flow of electrons due to resistance, is called a junction. For semiconductors, this is the band between 
the positive and the negative region. Semiconductors are also one of the most heat dissipating 
components in electronics and care must be taken so that the components or product are within limits for 
safe operation. These temperatures differ depending on the set temperature operation ranges. For 
commercial use it is generally set to be between 0 to 70 °C. For industrial and military, the range is 
between -40 to 85°C and -55 to 125°C respectively. 

Components arranged on a chip are usually housed in an enclosure called a chip carrier to protect the 
delicate electrical equipment from environment and handling issues. However, these enclosures rarely take 
thermal management into consideration as they usually are using materials with poor thermal properties. 
The casing can be made of plastic and the cavity between the chip and casing is usually filled with gas, 
most likely air. From a thermal design point of view, the choice of material for the chip carriers are the 
lowest level of thermal management since the first level heat transfer takes place between the chip and the 
enclosure, or “case”. With bad thermal management on this level, the thermal resistance is high between 
the chip and the outside of the casing, which subsequently increases the temperature difference. 

For applications where a high-power transistor is deployed, the casing can be different. These tend to have 
better thermal management in form of attachment to flange which provides a larger surface area [2]. 

Printed Circuit Boards 
A printed circuit board (PCB) is a plane plate where the components are usually attached and connected 
through thin copper lines. The PCB in itself usually dissipates around 5 to 30 W, but generally has a high 
thermal resistance due to the material of choice for common PCBs: Fiberglass-epoxy materials and 
polymers. Several requirements must be fulfilled for a PCB, of which the thermal requirements are usually 
not prioritized. 

There are several different PCB configurations that can be used with their own benefits and drawbacks; 
single-side PCB aimed for low density of components, double-side PCB for middle density of 
components and multilayer PCB with high density of components. Naturally, the single-sided has the 
coolest operation and the side without components can be cladded with metal, preferably copper or 
aluminium) to reduce thermal resistance, especially if it is attached to a cold plate at the edges. Fitting the 
board with copper fillings is also an excellent way of reducing the thermal resistance drastically. Two-sided 
boards can also be equipped with a heat frame, which is especially useful for multi-layered PCBs with 
high-power output chips. A heat frame is placed as a core between the two sides of the PCB which is 
connected to a cold plate. The heat is transferred through the epoxy and the epoxy adhesive to the low 
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resistance metal core which provides an excellent heat path to a place where heat can be externally 
removed. A rule of thumb is that if several PCBs are to be put in the same enclosure, around 2 cm apart is 
the optimum for natural convection currents, and if several PCBs are used, put high-powered components 
facing the walls to benefit from radiation cooling [2]. 

Care should however be exercised with the solution of integrated metal parts in PCB as the thermal 
expansion coefficient of aluminium and copper is around twice that of epoxy, which can lead to warping 
of the PCB if proper bonding is not applied. 

Chassis & panels 
To protect the PCB and the attached components from environmental hazard such as moisture, a chassis 
with accessory panels is used as an enclosure. This chassis does not only protect from environmental 
effects, but also provide a cooling purpose. This enclosure varies in shapes and sizes depending on the 
system at hand, and the design and construction of it should also involve the thermal engineering team. It 
should provide easy maintenance access, but nevertheless also be protected from unauthorized access 
along with the stated cooling requirements. Other design criteria might be sturdiness due to vibrations, 
noise and hermetic seal due to no-leakage requirement. Direct integration of cooling plates is an example 
of enhanced cooling design without the incrimination on security and maintenance access [2].  

Choosing the cooling method 
As cooling equipment generally is more efficient with a cooler environment, intuition often says to use the 
cooling method that provides the most cooling capacity. However, a lot of factors determine what cooling 
method is the most suitable in a given situation. It may not be optimal to install a large and prone-to-fail 
liquid cooling system in a personal computer setup, if forced convection with air is safe to use. Larger 
systems tend to occupy more space, are noisier and draw more power, so an adequate, smaller system is 
more favourable. The most economical, reliable and quiet system is natural convection systems, which is 
still noteworthy [2]. 

First of all, the stated requirements play a major role in the decision of cooling technique; how much it 
costs, the noise and size of it. The operation cycles also have a large impact, as systems may or may not 
reach steady conditions, equilibrium with environment, for a cooling to be effective. The different 
techniques do also have their limits. As stated by Kraus & Bar-Cohen in 1963, guidelines for the limits of 
common cooling techniques can be found in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Attainable heat fluxes of different cooling techniques [13] 

If the power rating and maximum operational temperature of a component is known, this graph can be 
used to decide a suitable cooling method. By dividing the power rating by the surface area exposed, the 
heat flux is given. If, for example, a component has a heat flux of 0.2 W/cm2 and a maximum operational 
temperature of 150 °C with an ambient air fluid temperature of 25 °C, natural convection with air is not 
suitable as it would reach up around 200 °C. An alternative is to use the guidelines expressed by Hwang & 
Moran in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Alternative way of presenting heat flux for different fluids in common cooling techniques [14]. 
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2 Methodology 
The most effective approach for this project is a top-down methodology, as the main purpose was to 
analyze thermal management for electronics and try to integrate it in an already existing product 
development cycle. One sub-purpose is to see that the suggested method is viable by applying it on a real 
case scenario, in this case conducting an analysis on a camera using the methodology suggested. 

Overall the report is characterized by a deductive approach as the aim is trying to connect theory about 
product development and thermal management to reality at FLIR Systems. Interviews and general 
meetings were conducted to assess the work flow in the different disciplines, and also to see the 
acceptance when proposing a software. These are based on a qualitative approach as to obtain a larger 
picture of the scope and steps involved, and to get a deeper understanding of the need of thermal design 
in the development process. As mentioned earlier, software was deemed to be necessary in order to 
conduct effective thermal analysis early in the project and a quantitative approach was used to select 
software. 

By getting an overview of the whole design process in the company and the camera itself, and then 
dissecting it into smaller and smaller pieces, an extensive understanding of the situation at hand was to be 
achieved. This can be seen in Figure 7.  

 
Figure 7. A rough approach that was used to effectively get an understanding of the problem at band. 

The methodology was further refined into what is presented in Figure 8. A Gantt schedule was also 
proceeded from this which is presented in Appendix I. 
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Figure 8. The refined methodology used for the thesis. 

The project began by conducting an outstretched research on thermal design processes. By using scientific 
journals, corporate sites and personal entries on qualified scientific blogs as the main source of 
information in this matter, different companies and personal opinions on how thermal design should be 
integrated in product development was evaluated. The main problem in this area was to find information 
about how the thermal management procedure is conducted in companies due to the corporate 
intellectual property, so mainly reports and scientific papers from retired engineers, scientific journals and 
institutional databases were available. The actual application of thermal design in the product development 
process in different companies is thus often shrouded in mystery. However, a general approach was 
eventually conceived.  

When this general approach had been set, the project continued by researching the company. Through 
interviews, general meetings and extensive research in the company knowledge database, all the affected 
parts of this project in the product development process in FLIR Systems was conceived. Together with 
the information gathered in the general approach of thermal design and the information achieved through 
research in the company, a basis of how thermal management can be applied in FLIR Systems’ design 
process was formulated. This was discussed with several engineers in the company through interviews and 
meetings to further add credibility. 

The choice of simulation software was assessed through interviews of the team in charge of the already 
existing thermal assessment, but due to the absence of perspective on the matter, self-research will widely 
be applied with contact to the companies that supplies the software of interest. The software will be 
weighed against each other through properties stated by the company and through traits assessed by 
research. Eventually, a ladder of chosen software will be chosen to be evaluated in due order.  

To be able to simulate the camera, research about the heat flux and material data of the camera have to be 
done. Through data sheets, research on the company knowledge database and interviews of involved 
design engineers in the cameras design process will give an overview of the power budget and properties 
of the camera. By going through this information with the system architect of the camera, the information 
to be able to simulate should be able to be assimilated and checked for credibility. 

Measurements will be conducted in accordance to the standards of the company with room for maneuver 
based on scientific expertise from both the author and measurement engineers at FLIR Systems. These 
will be set up with correlation measurement points to be able to compare the simulation and measurement 
effectively to assess the proposed methodology and accuracy and credibility of the software.  

The software chosen is to be used on a product to evaluate the effectiveness of the software in the 
proposed thermal design methodology. The results will be compared to the measurements with aim to 
conform to them. If the results conform within reasonable bounds of setup and training time, the 
methodology with the chosen software is suitable.  

Lastly, the information about the thesis, its procedure a results are to be documented and presented in a 
report (this). 
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2.1 Limitations 
A plethora of software are competing against each other on the market and, sadly, resources do not exist 
for this project to assess the simulative performance of even a small part of these. This study can also be 
seen as a pre-study to hopefully motivate a more thorough analysis of the application of improved thermal 
design which means that a further, deeper analysis should be conducted before widespread application 
within the company. 

Due to time limitations, only one camera was analyzed. The scope of the project also involved a short 
time for learning software which made evaluation of a selected few software possible. Limited experience 
did also exist in the area which might have limited the perspective of how you could perform this task. 
The only known perspective was used, an academic one, which can change if redone by individuals with 
other background. The areas where thermal management could be applied in the product development 
site was analyzed, and no further research was made how this would interact with the already existing 
procedures; if it disturbed them or was not publically accepted by the colleagues etc. Further research in 
this area could support this thesis. 

3 Thermal design process 
In this chapter, a general approach of thermal design methodology is discussed and presented. The 
different phases in the development cycle at FLIR Systems is also briefly presented as with the actual 
application of the thermal design methodology in FLIR System existing product development 
methodology. 

3.1 General effective thermal design methodology in 
electronics 

Handling the thermal design of a product has earlier been a side branch in the development process to 
predict the temperature and to see that the limits are not exceeded to incriminate the reliability of the 
product. In reality, to have an effective thermal design process incorporated in the product development 
process, the process needs to be planned carefully in parallel with other design teams and procedures. In 
businesses heavily driven by convenience and “handed-down”, ad-hoc product development, properly 
executed incorporation of thermal management design early in the product development process can 
challenge the conservatively stated specifications and provide more reliable requirements and arguments 
for how the product can be optimally designed.  A general approach for a thermal design process can be 
seen in Figure 9 which is loosely based on a thermal design process proposed by Mark Felton of TTi, Inc. 
[15] 
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Figure 9. A typical work flow chart for the thermal design process 

Ultimately, the goal of the thermal design process is to assess the problems associated with temperature 
and reduce the overall risk of the product in terms of poor thermal management [16]. Essentially, what 
this means is that the prediction of temperature of individual components isn’t the main goal, but rather 
reducing the risk associated to the heat generated by components [17]. Depending on the timing of the 
application in the product design process, the effectiveness of the system thermal design can vary, and 
consequently the risk of thermal problems can increase or decrease. 

 

 
Figure 10. The effect of early thermal design. [18] 

As seen in Figure 10, it is favourable for the thermal design team to be an integral part in the design as 
early as in the concept phase as simple thermal analyses of the product can have major impact on the 
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outcome, significantly more than heavy calculations in the end of the development phase. It is often hard 
to try to implement thermal design decisions late in the product development, especially if they present 
suggestions to alter the mechanical design of the product. For thermal design in a competitive business to 
be effective it is important to get an adequate answer in time for major design decision.  

A well-used methodology framework for thermal design was conceived by Biber & Belady first in 1997 
and has since been refined into the “Enhanced Product Development Cycle”, see Figure 11 [16]. 

 
Figure 11. The Enhanced Product Development Cycle, defined by Biber & Belady [16] 

This cycle basically describes the suggested activities and tools for the thermal design team in the typical 
phases of product development. Empirical tests have also been done using this method which has shown 
positive results  [19] [17]. 

Concept Phase 
The product development process usually begins with a concept phase, where several concepts are presented 
and compared to reduce them to one to continue with. The paradigm in this phase is usually driven by 
rapid design changes, requirement modifications and addition of new ideas. The participation of all 
involved system engineering teams in this phase is crucial for a successful continued development of the 
product, which also includes the thermal design team. Mainly, the purpose here for the thermal designers 
are to propose solutions that would be adequate for or surpasses the thermal requirements of the 
proposals made by the other teams in the system. Since the thermal solutions depends heavily on the 
design proposed from other engineering teams in this phase, swift estimation calculations and a 
unconventional, yet powerful tool called “experience based decision-making” from the thermal design 
team is essential for the continued favorable compromises in design. Examples of “experience based 
decision-making” can be the knowledge to locate critical components close to the cool inlet, and place 
sturdier components but with the highest dissipation at the outlet so that the heat from them affects the 
other components as little as possible by being last in the flow path [15]. 

Tools that are advantageous to utilize here are, as mentioned, “experience based decision-making”. Other 
tools that generally involve a small learning period are favorable, like spreadsheet calculations and 
generalized heat transfer and fluid correlations. To initiate some sort of thermal modeling in the concept 
phase is also beneficial, as early virtual geometry models using a Computer Aided Design (CAD) tool are 
often made for the most prominent concepts. The first thought of many engineers when hearing thermal 
modeling is by using numerical software for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or Finite Element 
Modeling (FEM). CFD and FEM analyses are however time-consuming due to the scientifically complex 
nature behind fluid flow and heat transfer, and also the governing mathematical equations and algorithms 
behind it, along with the need of a geometry which in this phase usually changes drastically. One of the 
most time-consuming parameters in simulation is often to use the correct boundary conditions, which for 
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an inexperienced simulation engineer can take several days to analyze and accomplish. The model 
definition and computational time might hamper the pace of effective product development, and the 
results, yet probably accurate, might simply not be worth it in this phase. A simpler modelling technique 
that shorter set-up and calculation time while still allowing moderate accuracy might be more beneficial. 
This will be further discussed in Chapter 4.  

To conclude what the thermal design team should have accomplished at the end of the concept phase is 
to: propose a general design layout for the resulting concept that meets or exceeds the thermal dissipation 
demands, choose a cooling method, or if specified, analyze the method compared to the components and 
correctly sized the cooling equipment for the cooling need. The thermal design team should also have 
made estimations of the temperature rises in the product for use later in the product development. 
Essentially, what is the most crucial result here for businesses is if the concept is viable or not, in terms of 
thermal management. 

Detailed Design Phase 
With the conclusion of the concept phase, the detailed design phase begins. In this phase, major 
modifications of the design are rare and the thermal design team can therefore initiate more carefully 
planned calculations and simulations for more sophisticated and accurate results. In this phase, 
problematic areas and points of interest should be thoroughly analyzed and evaluated so that designs that 
incorporate proper thermal management can be suggested. 

Tools that are advantageous in this phase are construction of mock-ups of the critical areas to enable 
further visualization and understanding of the product. 3D Computer aided design (CAD) models are to 
be made initially which are required for analysis in CFD and FE software. CFD applications with focus on 
electronics solve the environmental calculations for fluid flow and also conduct heat transfer calculations 
and correlations with the fluid flow. To assess the temperature on the PCB and on component level, it is 
common to use some sort of FE analysis.  

Approximate models still play a major role in this phase where it now provides support for the more time-
consuming numerical calculations. However, in this phase, for more accurate results in these less complex 
modelling methods, measured flow and resistance data in mock-up models and simulation results might 
be required [16]. 

The conclusion of this step, in terms of thermal design, is to ensure that prototypes are created that 
theoretically fulfills the criteria of thermal management, while not incriminating the specified requirements 
of the product. 

Hardware Test Phase 
Essentially, this is the phase where theory meets reality. This is the step where the thermal design team 
empirically tests the prototype in both lab and, if specified, real environments to validate the design. Only 
small design changes are usually accepted at this stage and the measurement in the test should only have 
minor variations from the calculations and simulations. Measurements here can be used to calibrate earlier 
simulation and calculation/spreadsheet models to redefine the initial predictions. This ultimately develops 
the earlier mentioned “experience based decision-making” in the design team and facilitate the process for 
future similar projects. Bug testing is usually a big part of this phase and should be kept to a minimum, 
trying to prevent it in the earlier phases. 

Tools to use in this phase for testing varies significantly between different businesses’ guidelines and what 
is available, but usually involves some kind of lab testing, measuring wind and temperature/heat transfer. 
However, proper care should be taken when conducting these experiments as measurement techniques 
usually have an influence on the environment and results. For example, influence on thermocouples due 
to radiation and conduction can lower the accuracy of measurements [20]. 
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The results of this phase is either that the product fulfills the requirements and the measurements 
correlates to the simulation and the project is sent to construction, or that the measurement does not 
correlate with the simulations and needs to be revised. If it falls into the latter category, iterations in design 
needs to be done. Start by backtracking towards the initial assumptions, checking the simulations and 
detailed design on what parameters/properties can be customized or modified. These steps are usually 
taken to solve thermal problems. The worst case scenario is that the project is cancelled due to insufficient 
evidence that the project can pass the thermal check with available modifications. 

3.2 Product Development Process at FLIR Systems 
FLIR Systems uses an altered model of XLPM [21] which is described in a general project model but also 
more in detail in different “handbooks” and checklists for different disciplines, available on the company’s 
internal communication platform. These handbooks and checklists describe the work flow and goals that 
each and every discipline has to do in each phase and reach at every tollgate. For every product 
development cycle, seven phases and six tollgates exist, see Figure 12.  

 
Figure 12. FLIR Systems adaption of the XLPM model, consisting of seven phases and six tollgates. 

In this section of the report, a dissected view on each of these phases, with their associated tollgates, will 
be described. The work flow for affected disciplines will be described to later be analyzed with the 
intended implementation of a thermal design process. The affected disciplines will mainly be the 
Mechanical Design Team and Electrical Design Team. Therefore, the product development cycle is 
described in general terms from the general project model, but also from the perspective of these two 
disciplines. 

Phase 0: Project Preparation 
The development of a product at FLIR spurs from an idea of some sort; either it could be a request from 
a customer, come from advances in technology or just a discovery of a hole in existing availability of 
products. From this idea, the first phase begins. 

Essentially, this phase means that an idea about how a potential concept of a product can be developed 
should be discussed to have a general idea of the approach, even though the concept is yet to be chosen. 
Usually, the user experience group (UX) has the leading role in this phase, stating the requested functions 
and design parameters from a user perspective and send it further to the tech teams to serve as a basis for 
concept generation.  

In the end, what is needed to pass the first tollgate is a benefit and risk analysis of the project, a time plan 
and a general idea of how to perform the project. 

Phase 1: Pre-study & pre-planning 
Phase 1 is a pre-study phase with objective to evaluate, enlarge and narrow down the concepts by 
assessing them from a technological and commercial perspective, based on customer preferences, surveys, 
technical expertise and value. The pre-study phase aim to technically, as well as commercially, examine 
proposed concepts for the development of new products, modifying or phasing out of existing products. 
A design review (DR) is held here with the purpose to get a joint understanding of the project. DRs 
analyze the risk and opportunities involved with concepts and prototypes, and enable the tech teams to 
control these risks and use these opportunities. This is essentially to support the construction team with 
the knowledge of all tech teams. 

In the pre-study, the mechanical team’s purpose varies depending on the project and the concepts made. 
Essentially, the industrial design along with the UX team proposes designs that the mechanical team tries 
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to fit to technical concepts, i.e. evaluating the design concepts in terms of feasibility, while also suggesting 
design sketches and function designs on their own. Early mockup CAD designs tend to be used for 
visualization of the concept. 

The paradigm for the electrical team here is hardware and the needed electrical components to fulfill the 
basic requirements can usually be set which means that the sketching of electrical circuit design has begun 
in this phase. Early simulations of the circuit design and rough calculations are conducted which makes a 
preliminary power budget and circuit design for different concepts available. Improvements in this area 
could mean that this can be used as a sanity check if this project is feasible with the set requirements, and 
results can be presented as a design limitation/parameter for the PCB size.  

What is needed to pass the tollgate is to create a reference model of the concept, have a more detailed 
documentation of the included components and perform and document a concept inspection. 

Phase 2: Detailed planning 
The detailed planning phase is a major phase where the goal is to describe the project in detail, both 
technically, economically and in a time-scheduling sense to prepare for a successful implementation. 
Investigations into all these areas are necessary to form a basis of project goals with clear milestones. The 
concept should be narrowed down to one in this phase to be able to create prototypes in the next one. 
Additional DR’s are held here with the involved tech teams to see if any warning flags have arisen. During 
these design reviews, general thermal checks are on the agenda.  

All theoretical work should be planned in this phase to be able to produce the “final” product in the next 
phase. For the mechanical discipline, this means that more complex and detailed modelling is conducted 
in accordance to set design guidelines by FLIR to further visualize the final product more accurately. This 
means that the design and its procedure should be iterated to the extent in this phase that prototypes and 
simulations generated eventually has reached the point to where they can be considered to be close to a 
final product. This puts a high strain on hardware design and customization in this phase. 

The electrical engineering team in this phase has the purpose of deciding the hardware architecture needed 
for the project and to present a detailed electrical concept.  

In this phase, to pass the tollgate an alpha concept with both mechanical and electrical solutions must be 
conceived and inspected during a DR, along with a description on how to manufacture the product.  

Phase 3: Execution & alpha testing 
This is the phase where the goal is to reach the point of implementation where there is an acceptable 
chance to attain the goals and requirements of the project for all the involved stakeholders. In this phase, 
and major investments in production tools and activities along with materials can be made. An important 
check here is to see that the mechanical design team and the electrical engineering team have agreed upon 
design and dimensions so that the work is synchronized to avoid collisions. The project description is 
used as a guideline to reach the requirements of the project. 

Phase 3 consists basically of creating reality of the theory achieved in the earlier phases. At the conclusion 
of this phase, the product should theoretically be ready for market launch and steady production. The 
prototypes undergo extensive testing (alpha testing), both in-house and on external sites, in this phase.  

The PCB layout has to be decided in this phase in cooperation with the technical production team, with 
ability to produce in mind. This layout will then be sent to the mechanical design team for verification, 
which then in hand will be sent to the technical production team evaluation of ability to produce this 
solution. The PCB will then later be tested by booting it and testing the different functions on it.  

Lastly, a system integration with all parts; electronics, software and mechanical design, will be held and 
analyzed.   
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To pass the tollgate some checks have to be cleared before the phase is concluded. These are: the creation, 
inspection and testing of the detailed beta concept and a technical verification of this prototype.  

Phase 4: Launch preparation & beta testing 
The launch preparation phase is the phase where the market introduction is prepared so that at the end of 
it, the project is ready for launch. In this phase, orders of the product can be accepted and have a 
confirmed delivery date.  

For the electrical engineering discipline, this phase involves the act of describing the functions involved in 
detail. The PCB is further tested in several categories including temperature, voltage & current and also 
EMC to achieve the requirements and certifications needed. Ordered components from an external 
producer are to be evaluated, and bugs involving electrical and software areas are to be addressed. 

The mechanical discipline also partakes in a demounting of a random selected product to assess that the 
product specifics correlates with the stated ones. In this phase the last compatibility tests between 
software and hardware are conducted. 

Phase 4 can end when at least two milestones are cleared. A validity check on the product has to be done 
and the tests need to be verified.  

Phase 5: Handover 
This phase is where the project is handed over to the product and production sustaining company 
functions, as certifying that the product is having a high enough standard in terms of quality of production 
and user experience.  

For both the electrical and mechanical engineering teams here, the main activity is to be support to the 
production if any question or issues arise. If a service course on the product is needed, this should be 
organized by the relevant engineering teams.  

If any modifications in design or construction are deemed necessary, this is carried out with an update in 
relevant documents to reflect this called a rest list, which is the check for the tollgate. 

Phase 6: Conclusion 
The last phase is basically the “wrap-up”, where the purpose is to ensure that the company learns from the 
experience with the project, and that the development of competence is documented and identified to be 
used in the future. This phase also makes sure that the project is closed in a clear and orderly way, 
according to guidelines.  

Results should be presented until ultimately the project is decided to have reached its closing point and the 
project administration closes the project. Finally, a report of the project should be written for 
documentation purposes.  

3.3 Application proposal of thermal design process at FLIR 
Systems  

Historically, heat dissipation issues have rarely been a problem in the business. The larger, stationary 
cameras have had solutions where the heat could easily be handled. When the transition to handheld 
cameras was apparent, the change introduced new challenges. At this stage FLIR now had to evolve their 
thermal design processes in the product development cycle. Through the new thermal thinking several 
successful concepts have been conceived using a combination of thermally favorable materials and clever 
industrial design, but as technology advances so must the procedures. FLIR now need again to revise the 
thermal design procedure.  

As can be seen in the previous subchapter, the design process of FLIR Systems is well developed in a 
sense involving product design, their requirements and the satisfaction of customers. However, the 
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product development could be improved in a theoretical and logistical sense. In interviews with the 
relevant tech teams for thermal design, the electrical engineering and mechanical engineering team, it has 
been stated the simulation practice can be improved and that adequate documentation in general that 
comes with this practice is essential. Both the electrical team and the mechanical team currently conduct 
simulation to a degree, but these are often to assess a function and the practice of conducting them in 
order to assess the thermal situation could be improved. Without proper knowledge and dedicated 
resources into this matter, the heat dissipation issues are “hidden” until it becomes a problem. By putting 
time and resources into training personnel, proper software and updated documentation and addition of 
protocol to assess thermal situation as a standard procedure in the design process, these risk involving 
these problems can be controlled and minimized. Simulating the thermal situation more effectively will 
provide enough evidence to ensure that measures are done to keep temperatures within stable operation 
as the development process are continuing. 

A need of a proper application of thermal management in the design process is evident with the increase 
of power density and miniaturization. Due to the time and cost of constant renewal of prototypes, the act 
of calculating and simulating the reality through spreadsheets and software is viable solution. Depending 
on the progress in the project process, and the affected teams, some tools are more suitable than others.  

As the aim is to not change the already established framework in the product development model, a 
proposal is instead to construct a sustainable thermal design model that can be “latched on” the existing 
development model with this report as a basis. This will involve training the affected tech teams in 
effective thermal modelling, while having one or several thermal engineer(s) in the center of excellence. 
The thermal engineer(s) checks the credibility of conducted thermal calculations and simulations 
conducted by the tech teams and provide guidance in parallel to the existing development process. Since 
thermal design affects more than a single team of engineers, a cross-competence communication “forum” 
should be of interest. Here, employees from relevant tech teams trained and assigned the task of thermal 
management in the specific team can discuss thermal problems in the project and provide updates to the 
other tech teams of problems that needs to be acted upon.  

Thermal management for electrical engineering team 
The general method of electrical circuit design has roughly looked the same for several decades, with 
logical connections and certain components at a given place. The integration density of components has 
however increased while still having a high power consumption, which makes heat an increasingly larger 
problem. This is widely known at this point, but thermal management is rarely embedded into the decided 
design as a priority. This might be due to the fact that thermal engineering is a subcategory in mechanical 
engineering and not present in electrical engineering, which gives a possibility to enhance this perception 
of “thermal thinking” in this area.  

Since some components, parts and geometries are known to be vital for the functioning of the product, 
thermal management should be introduced early to be successively updated in correlation to updated 
layout and addition of new components. The mechanical team usually specifies an outline of the PCB to 
the electrical team, and within this outline, the real PCB should fit. This compliance is tested by the 
electrical team, but the real PCB is sometimes not presented back to the mechanical team which makes 
the outline the only presentation of a PCB in the finished CAD. A thermal simulation on the outline is not 
recommended and the electrical team should be prompted to send back a detailed version of the PCB to 
the mechanical team that can be imported in the used CAD software so that proper thermal simulation 
can be conducted.  

The art of choosing and configuring a PCB is also a subject to optimization. A PCB from start is 
essentially a flat, clean plate which means that there is a lot in terms of components and PCB type for the 
designer to customize early on. For the electrical discipline, the PCBs are created with demands set by the 
UX and mechanical design team to satisfy the requirements of the customer and company, but tend to 
look similar to other projects. Usually either “hard” or “flex” epoxy solutions are used, which are single-
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piece PCBs or several small PCBs connected together through flex cables for more flexibility. By analyzing 
the possibility of an increase in copper in the PCB, the thermal resistance can be lowered and heat can be 
transferred more efficiency to heat sinks, which makes an investigation into this worthwhile. The solution 
should then be compared to the decided operating temperature to see how fast heat needs to be removed. 
Keep in mind that adequate knowledge of how heat is transferred in a specific product is vital, for which 
the center of excellence where a trained thermal engineer should be consulted.  

Power budget 

Data sheets for each component and their respective heat dissipation during load should be gathered to 
assess the thermal situation from the PCB as early as when the vital components are added, and if this 
information is not available it, should be demanded to be presented by the contractors of the components. 
Several manufacturers of high-power components have tools to calculate the power during load, for 
example Altera have a macro add-on for Microsoft Excel that can be used with favor to calculate the load 
in their FPGA circuits. Currently, this is done to a certain degree where the team analyses the “power 
budget” to assess what battery capacity is needed and how much battery time you expect with the camera. 
Since the losses in electronics in the end is exclusively heat, which depends on the power, a properly 
updated power budget, i.e. how much heat that is generated in the product and what components that are 
major heat dissipaters, is essential to be able to assess the product from a thermal point of view. 

As of now, this power budget is presented pretty early in the design process. By updating this power 
budget continuously throughout the project, a “heat budget” can be assimilated to get an idea of how 
much heat the components dissipate. It has been stated by employees that this update procedure can be 
improved to more accurately reflect the actual heat dissipation. If this budget is not properly calculated or 
updated, the thermal design decisions depending on this will most likely not be adequate and can result in 
overheating or reliability issues. Proper steps should be taken so that this power budget is accurate 
throughout the development process through addition of checks at DR or tollgates. When the power 
budget is presented, a sensitivity analysis should also be done so margins to what the power budget “could 
increase to” also are analyzed. The electrical team should ask the other tech teams or a central thermal 
group: “This is what we have calculated, what if the heat dissipation suddenly increases with X %? Is it 
still possible to cool it down without major design modifications?” If the answer is no within plausible or 
decided margins, a revision of the design should be made. This “X” number is decided depending on 
earlier projects, the project at hand and its application, but should by best practice be large in the 
beginning of concepts and can later be narrowed down to a smaller margin as the project matures. The 
pinch point here is usually if the heat sink physically gets too big to fit in the concept dimensions.  

Essentially, what can be done for the electrical engineering team in terms of the power budget is that in 
the early steps of the project, when the core components are chosen, the electrical team can: 

 Derive the data to calculate power and heat dissipation from the data sheets. If no specific voltage 
or clock rate is determined or derived from similar projects, the team should assume worst-case 
scenario to begin with. Often in data sheets, maximum values of heat dissipation, voltage or 
current exists which should allow for worst-case scenario calculations. 

 As the project progresses, the power budget should be slowly adjusted with updated calculations 
of the clock rate, voltage and current to a more accurate value of the current stage of the project. 
What is important is to communicate with the engineers responsible for the main heat dissipaters 
to know the state of the components, for example what the current clock rate is for the CPU 
during normal load as this can fluctuate a lot as the CPU gets more work to do and have a major 
impact on the heat dissipation and power budget. These checks, equations and power budget 
should be updated thoroughly until satisfactory results compared to reality. 

The power budget can be calculated as described in equation (20) in chapter 1.2. For simple components, 
the values for both I and R are provided for the dimensioned voltage, but data sheets usually state a 
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maximum junction temperature and thermal resistance instead. Therefore, a more applicable equation is 
equation (22) where the maximum power dissipation can be calculated for each major component. 

 
 ( 22 ) 

 

Where  is the maximum power dissipation by the component,  and  is the maximum junction 

temperature and junction-to-ambient thermal resistance as stated in data sheets and lastly  is the 
ambient temperature of the component. 

For more complex components the equation is evolved as they tend to get increased heat dissipation 
depending on the clock frequency, an example is the CPU, see equation (23).  

 

 ∙ ∙  ( 23 ) 

 

When the logic gates within the CPU toggles in accordance to the clock frequency, capacitors are charged 
and discharged. In equation (23)  is the capacitance of the capacitors inside the CPU as the charge and 
discharge,  is the voltage and  is the clock frequency. One very easy estimation method for CPUs is to 
assume 100% clock frequency, and put the value as the upper limit. This way the budget is presented as 
worst case and should be done so when no specific data is described for the duty cycle of the CPU, for 
example in the preliminary power. When the actual performance of the CPU later is determined, this value 
can be refined. The values of I and R for different clock frequencies are usually specified by component 
manufacturers.  

This power budget could be expressed as a “power list”. Power lists are essentially a list where the 
reference designator of components are linked with a power value of said components expressed in watt. 
These lists can be imported into analysis software to automatically add the power to the components, 
through the reference designator, instead of adding it manually. Depending on the software, these are 
often simple text files, but the correct formatting on these files should be investigated when deciding on a 
software. 

When the power budget is presented, it should be presented to the mechanical team to start more or less 
detailed simulations. 

Heat sink requirements 

When a power budget is determined, checking what components that need a heat sink is the next step. 
Why this calculation is done is basically to see if the component can or can not operate without failure 
with the anticipated heat dissipation, and to suggest physical properties for the heat sink.  

First, you calculate the junction temperature, , of the component without a heat sink through equation 
(24) 

 ∙  ( 24 ) 

 

Here,  is the ambient temperature,  is the total power from the component and  is the thermal 
resistance between junction and ambient, usually specified in data sheets of the components. If the 
junction temperature is higher than the maximum specified for this component,	 , which usually is 
around 85 °C, the component is in need of a heat sink.  

Heat sinks usually comes with a specification of how well they dissipate heat per watt, called the heat sink-
to-ambient thermal resistance,	  , see equation (25), 
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( 25 ) 

 

where , is the junction-to-case thermal resistance specified in datasheets and  is the case-to-heat 
sink, or thermal interface material, thermal resistance. This is usually specified in datasheets for different 
thermal interface material. By selecting a heat sink with a value of under the calculated , depending on 
how big marginal is specified, enough heat should be dispersed from the component. Equation (24) can 
then be used again with a small addition to see the theoretical final junction temperature of the 
component, with the specified heat sink and thermal interface material, see equation (26). 

∙  ( 26 ) 

 

This method complies well with the industrial standards, and most suppliers provide data to fit in these 
equations. By assessing the temperature of the components, the risk of them failing because of 
temperature can be evaluated. The results in terms of thermal resistance can be used by the mechanical 
engineers to choose a heat sink with proper physical properties to dissipate the heat generated by the 
components [22]. 

Mentor Graphics have released whitepapers introducing several more tips when predicting component 
temperatures [23]. These range from simple early design tips to more complex tips as the design evolves.  

Need of a software 

A software to calculate the power budget can be used in cases where the components are standard, if the 
software includes a database of components. This addresses the situation without the need of hand 
calculations, but since the nature is not very complex, spreadsheet calculations with existing tools should 
be adequate.  

Care should also be taken to the layout of the components; as if they are not properly placed, thermal 
problems are most likely to occur. A simulation software is recommended for quick assessment of the 
situation. This software need to have a break-even point between accuracy and solution speed, and should 
be able to roughly estimate of the layout for optimization. Overly accurate simulations do not need to be 
implemented for the PCB design as the safety margin for heat sinks and mechanical design should 
compensate if the temperature fluctuates compared to the less detailed software results. This solution 
should also be viable further in the product development process with further iterations of the circuit 
design. 

An investigation could also be done into the stated requirements to the external suppliers of components. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1.2, a chip’s thermal performance can vary greatly depending on the internal 
structure and its method of removing heat. An increase in heat transfer from the chips could be the result 
if the chips design or material choice would be different. Essentially, the main heat flow path in a standard 
die is that the heat generated in the die transfers to the lead frame which then continues through the mold 
compound into the leads and out to the chip’s encasing surface. The mold’s high thermal resistivity and 
the bond wires small cross section area however hamper the heat flow and steps should be taken to see if 
thermally enhanced options exist. One example is to shorten the heat path through attaching the die 
directly to the board. This can lower the thermal resistance of the main heat path drastically. However, 
appropriate measures to remove this heat should also be applied, else the bonus is lost [24].  

Several simulation softwares also supports swapping outlines of components with detailed representations 
from a library. This library can be accessed inside the software and includes thermal properties of the 
components, based on data sheets of manufacturers. If the components are commonly used, consider 
creating a library of them to simplify for the simulation engineers that can swap the components in the 
simulation environment to get more accurate results faster with precise manufacturer data. 
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Thermal management for mechanical engineering team 
Since the mechanical team works in high cooperation with the UX team, analogous with how structural 
engineers work with architects, the mechanical team is to provide feedback to the design proposed by the 
industrial design team. This should also involve thermal demands product as the thermal design must 
increase while still keeping the established design language of the company.  This pushes the limits of 
creativity for both teams as the design language rarely work in favor of thermal management. The cameras 
are often operating in an environment with requires IP standards for dust and moisture which is non-
optimal from a thermal perspective as no fresh air inlets and hot air outlets are usually allowed.  

For the mechanical engineering team, the concerns for an increasing amount of thermal problems are 
increasingly more evident. To be able to assess cooling solutions more efficiently, presenting a power 
budget and a layout with the heat dissipaters and their respective value is key as a “heat map” is then 
presented for the disciple to act upon.  

As mentioned, most cameras are sealed which leaves little room of choice in terms of cooling solutions.  
This often results in a conductive “cooling plate”-solution, as previously mentioned in Chapter 1.2, where 
solid metal is in direct contact with the part that needs cooling and the chassis. This has been applied to 
some cameras with good results already, which was a result of collaboration between the electric and 
mechanical team. Since heat more easily travels through solid material than a gas, conductive thermal 
solutions to increase the area of cooling should be proposed to the industrial design team, to invoke a 
sense of perspective in favor of thermal management while still keeping the design language.  

An investigation into the casing material should be conducted to analyze their favored properties in 
correlation to their thermal properties. For example, magnesium which is a common encasing material 
have a thermal conductivity of around 150 W/(m·K). Aluminum, which have similar mechanical 
properties and cost, have a conductivity of around 200 W/(m·K), resulting in a better ability to transfer 
heat. Other properties might make this material less viable in other aspects however, so an analysis should 
be made. The same analysis should be made for the plastic and rubber materials used in cameras to see if 
one can better the thermal situation. This will have to be evaluated for cameras in high temperature 
environments though, where external heat is a major concern. Several softwares allows for simultaneous 
evaluation of material in addition to heat transfer and flow modelling to see what combination of materials 
that give favorable results. Along with this, for thermal simulations results to be scientifically correct, a 
documentation of the material properties of the chosen materials of the camera should be compiled and 
inserted in the simulation software. 

To be able to provide results to assess the thermal situation during DRs, a proper simulation software is 
needed that is flexible enough to allow fast design changes and quick simulations to get a rough idea of the 
thermal situation in the camera. Since the mechanical team begins using CAE software as early as in phase 
1, see Figure 13, they can include thermal management requirements as part of their general design 
process early in the concept phase, if yet only rough. The calculation and simulation process can begin 
when a power budget has been presented, but using values from similar, already finished projects should 
prove useful in early concept designing and evaluation.  

The mechanical team has earlier taken steps to simulate thermal situations. This should be further 
investigated as it seems a problem had arisen as simulation has yet to set root and should be given another 
chance.  
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Figure 13. Flow chart of the suggested improvements in the project model in terms of thermal management. 

This Figure 13 describes a general work flow of the suggested thermal design implementation. The 
different disciplines appear parallel but in reality, some of the suggestions, especially in the early phases, 
should be zig-zag as they can be dependent on each other. 

4 Research: Commercial off-the-shelf software 
The problem with softwares is that they tend to be very useful when adequate knowledge behind its 
function and algorithms, along with information and data about the situation, is attained. Until then, care 
should be taken to evaluate the results thoroughly before accepting them as a tool for comparison 
analysis. As evident in the previous chapters, software to simulate the electronics (early alpha simulation) 
and virtual prototypes (detailed beta simulation) is needed. It has thus been decided to analyze three 
software for simulating the electronic packaging (mechanical CAD) and four to simulate the circuit layout 
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and electrical components of the PCB. These will at first be assessed theoretically by gathering 
information about their specifications and properties, and if time permits, they will gradually undergo a 
simulation test by evaluating a camera where the most attractive software will be tested in due order. 

What makes an engineer excel in simulation techniques isn’t their understanding of the fundamental 
nature and physics that involves it, but rather the skill to convert geometry into a discretized mesh. The 
usefulness of the simulations and the results lies in reducing the amount of detail of the geometry without 
impacting the accuracy without unreasonable margins. This is often an automated process in this day and 
age, but proper knowledge what this automation results in is a key in understanding and evaluating the 
results gained from the tools at hand.  

Choosing and defining a mesh is an art of its own as it depends from situation to situation. Depending on 
the mesh, the rate of convergence of the results, accuracy of result and time of solution will be affected. A 
good mesh should however be able to support the solver to resolve the physics in the problem and have 
adequate quality for the situation. It should also be constructed so it simplifies the geometry but keeping 
the physical properties to be able to solve the problem within reasonable time. It should fit the problem at 
hand and also meet the requirements of the project.  

The properties that makes a software in this area attractive differs depending on the actual goals of the 
simulations, which varies depending on the phase in the project the simulations are conducted. Earlier, 
simulation software has been criticized for being too “heavy”, but advances in the field have made them 
viable even in early stages. This is mainly due to the increased understanding and modification of 
discretization methods that build up the calculations within them, along with an increase in computational 
power in machines. The discretization method thus has a high impact of the solver efficiency, which is 
covered below. 

The accuracy of software is hard to assess, as it changes with the software specifications, how the software 
is used and the model it is used on. It is also rarely stated how the accuracy was conceived. Compared to 
wind tunnel experiments, the accuracy on par with other software is around 10 %. But since the accuracy 
that actually matters is when the PCB is in place in its natural environment, it is up to the user to decide if 
the accuracy and its method of measuring it is enough for the results to be trustworthy [25].  

4.1 Discretization methods 
Depending on the discretization methods used by the software, the software is either slow and accurate, 
or fast and less accurate. The most popular methods are the Finite Difference Method, Finite Element 
Method and Finite Volume Method [26].  

Finite Difference Method 

The Finite Difference (FD) method is a model that uses series expansion equations that represent the 
partial derivatives. This method is formulated through differential interpretation of the governing 
equations which enable quick calculations. These equations, that usually are Taylor series, are usually 
expanded to the first or second order with an option for more expansion before truncation for higher 
accuracy, but higher amount of nodes and complexity. 

This method is used primarily in regular geometries, as it gets increasingly complex due to a need to 
transform the equations as the geometry changes [27]. This method has been acting as a basis for 
advances within numerical method calculations and simulation but has largely been replaced by the two 
subsequent methods below due to advances in computational power and technology.  

Finite Volume Method 

The Finite Volume (FV) method is generally used to calculate the flow in and around devices and its 
thermal behavior. It can also calculate the levels of surface heat for later thermal analysis of the active 
material and solid structures. The FV method is a model that integrates the governing equations on a cell 
fixed in space. This method assumes a linear variation of the governing variables between small 
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“elements”. Depending on how small these elements are, the calculations gets increasingly more accurate 
and complex as you balance fluxes between all neighboring elements boundaries.  

All fluxes in all elements must be calculated to be able to balance, so complex geometries and meshes will 
have a high effect on the accuracy and proper meshing technique is needed, more than with FD methods 
[27]. FVM in CFD is still the most popular method of solving thermal problems today, both connected to 
flow and solid material temperature, due to its capability of relatively fast calculations on big mesh grids 
and complex geometries. 

Finite Element Method 

This method is heavily centered on mathematics, rather than physical phenomena as compared to the 
other models. In this method, the governing equations are multiplied with a weight function before they 
are integrated over an element. A shape function of the same form as the weight function is also 
connected to the element, representing the dependent variables.  

This method is very calculation heavy and it is also hard to connect any physical significance to the 
mathematical approach used. Geometries are therefore not as much as a problem for FE methods, but 
rather the size of the meshing grid, compared to the other ones and boundary conditions are included in 
the discretized equations in FE methods. With FV and FD methods, these need to be set [27]. 
Historically, FEA software has usually been used for structural analysis such as structural stresses and 
deformation. 

4.2 Alpha simulation software 
The aim is thus for early simulation software to gain a quick evaluation with acceptable accuracy of the 
thermal situation of the concept. As the earliest thermal evaluation is on board-level, these software 
solutions are dedicated to the Electrical Engineering department. Four interesting solutions are briefly 
discussed below. 

Btemp  

Btemp is a thermal assessment tool for temperature calculations on a PCB created by Åke Mälhammar, 
former employed at Ericsson. For a long time, it was a solution used within the company to assess the 
thermal situation of electronical equipment. It was created for easy and quick overview of the heat 
generation on a PCB early in the circuit design process and is optimized for the initial stages of product 
development. With a simple layout, quick calculations and a detailed visualized presentation, Btemp is a 
capable tool for thermally evaluating different layouts on a circuit board [25]. 

Properties of the software 

The calculation is very rapid, in order of seconds including meshing, which is based on the finite element 
method. In this software the kernel is a Bessel function approximation which generally is a heavy 
calculation technique, but through approximation, accuracy is reduced to pave the way for quick solutions. 
The Bessel Function theory can be further read about on Mälhammar’s home page [28]. Additionally, in 
order to make the calculations as fast as they are, the meshing is set to be structured quadrilateral, which 
isn’t the most accurate if irregular shapes occur. If a lot of smaller components are placed on the board, 
the meshing becomes increasingly big. To stop the meshing of becoming too big, low heat dissipating 
sources (in the order of 10 mW) are put in the nearest node instead of being a stand-alone node [25] [29]. 

A vast amount of different electrical components can be simulated on a PCB design of your choice and be 
easily moved around to see differences in outcome. In addition to the heat generation by components, 
their thermal territories can be drawn. These thermal territories are basically the needed space around the 
component designated for cooling. A quick visualization of the layout can be set up in under an hour 
using this method [25]. 
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The thermal territory method is set so the edges of these territories are adiabatic, which is not the case in 
real life. This causes accuracy errors when two territories meet, especially if the size differences of these 
territories are large. This means that the method is best suited for rough first layout attempts, while 
optimization is better achieved by other means [25] [30]. 

If a user is in need of help with the software, an extensive help file is incorporated into the software and 
an additional user manual is available on Mälhammar’s home page. This software however is not updated 
anymore due to the fact that its creator is retired, which limits its usefulness. There is also no evident 
import or export option. Since the creator is retired, he has since made the software free for the public 
and can be downloaded from his site [25]. 

HyperLynx® Thermal 

A software created by Mentor Graphics as a simulation tool for their circuit design creation tool 
Xpedition® Enterprise. The software has been continuously updated throughout the years, and can 
maybe be seen as a second iteration to Btemp, with similar features and aesthetics, yet refined. Support is 
readily available with a global coverage and support. The company in itself is a veteran in thermal 
simulation software and also develops software for evaluation of mechanical concept design [31]. 

HyperLynx analyses the board-level thermal situation on several kind of PCBs; placed, partially routed or 
fully routed, on single-sided, double-sided and multilayer boards in regular and irregular sizes. All three 
heat transfer categories are included and the software presents the results in temperature profiles, gradient 
figures and temperature maps, and the components can be moved around to assess different layout 
scenarios very quickly. Import options exist from all PCB layout tools that use IDF mechanical interface, 
but your own board can also be created in the software. The company ships the solution with 2500 pre-
defined components, with option to create own components from datasheets [31].  

Properties of the software 

For the solver and meshing, the software uses a Finite Difference Method with self-adapting meshing 
technique that refines the meshes locally. This fast method, yet old method of discretization, and the 
complex geometry problems associated with difference methods can be solved by local re-meshing. The 
company states that the software is very fast and yet produces accurate results within ± 10 % using this 
method. Further information about the calculation method used is not stated [32]. 

The software includes a method to calculate the junction temperature to increase the reliability prediction 
on the component level. By setting the component data, or using the included components, a quick 
analyzation can be made to see if components are in hazard of overheating. A thermal and power integrity 
analysis can also be conducted to see how the distribution of power affects the thermal situation of the 
board. This further enables the engineer to see what actually impacts the temperatures achieved on the 
board. 

The company also provides a user manual of 90 pages where not only the software is explained in depth, 
but suggestions of how to improve common thermal occurrences are explained [33]. 

Icepak  

Icepak is a software developed by ANSYS that is used to thermally assess integrated circuit solutions. 
ANSYS have several other software and have continuously integrated promising thermal companies into 
their own to establish a powerful share of the market with a high level of expertise and knowledge behind 
it. 

Icepak does not only have the ability to simulate a circuit board but can also simulate whole solutions 
including mechanical design. All three heat transfer categories are treated in the software and a thermal 
conductivity map can be presented to see the optimal spots for cooling solutions. With a vast amount of 
predefined standard components, a model can be created without having to add specific component for 
simulation, even though tools exist to manually add it to the library [34]. 
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Properties of the software  

Icepak enables the user to create their own model inside the software, but also enables import from 
various sources and formats.  The solver is based on ANSYS Fluent’s CFD solver. This solver is based on 
the FV method and includes a multigrid scheme to speed up the convergence time for heat transfer 
problems, and ultimately the solution. The company states that their advanced meshing algorithms 
generate a high quality mesh automatically with some choices of the meshing type, and can solve even the 
most complex geometries using unstructured meshes. The user can also define how the trade-offs 
between accuracy and simulation time should be balanced. A DELPHI thermal network model can also 
be extracted for further analytical representation of the model, along with various presentation tools to 
present results including temperature maps, however these might require software beyond Icepak [35].  

For example, by linking ANSYS SIwave and Icepak, the software can exchange power map and 
temperature data to evaluate PCB layout designs. Importing a voltage drop analysis from SIwave can give 
the copper resistivity losses in the circuit and help thermal modelling in PCB design. The resulting 
temperatures can then be imported back into SIwave to update the electrical properties of the 
components to be able to predict both the electrical performance and the thermal situation of the design. 
The results can later be transferred to ANSYS Mechanical to assess the thermal situation in a whole 
concept [35]. 

Extensive support is available worldwide and user manuals to all products are available on the homepage. 

FloTHERM XT 

Again from Mentor Graphics is another software for thermal analysis. This software is called FloTHERM 
and is a thermal analysis software with a high market share. Essentially, FloTHERM XT is a merge of 
FloTHERM and FloEFD which respectively are a dedicated electronic analysis tool for simple geometries 
while FloEFD is a CFD solver for mechanical analysis which is able to handle more complex geometries. 
This gives XT the superior ability to analyze electronical components inside a mechanical environment; 
using a hybrid of FloTHERM’s fundamental basics of electronic calculations with FloEFD’s meshing and 
advanced solver [36]. 

Models just consisting of a chip on a PCB to complex models in racks of several PCBs with several 
thousands of components can be assembled and simulated quickly. Import options exist from all major 
MCAD tools and circuit design software. For both these imports, bridge extensions helps evaluate the 
design for thermal purposes. The bridge extension for mechanical design analyses and creates a simplified 
“thermal equivalent” of the geometry by removing thermally insignificant details such as fillets, small holes 
etc, that would otherwise hamper slow down the simulation process. 

For circuit design, the user can choose to import in standard IDF format or a more detailed one from one 
of the software’s direct interfaces.  A full component layout with detailed descriptions of the components, 
metallic distribution and PCB layer information are loaded and an interface to Mentor Xpedition exist 
within the software for easy modification and configuration of the PCB [37] . 

Properties of software 

The meshing algorithm in FloTHERM uses Cartesian-based meshing base. Cartesian meshes however, if 
not modified, usually handle square-like geometries best. Using a voxelization algorithm, FloTHERM XT 
can mesh more complex geometry than FloTHERM. The meshing algorithm uses a locally unstructured 
Cartesian-based meshing base with a special meshing technology similar to immersed boundary method to 
enable effective modeling of complex surfaces. Options are also given to locally define the meshing quality 
for more efficient solving. The meshing does not need to be re-meshed with model modification, as 
compared to other software, and FloTHERM enables automatic optimization. The solver is based on 
“localized-grid” technique to match the grid interfaces in different parts of the concept effectively.  

The software is able to simulate all three heat transfer categories for turbulent, laminar or transitional flow 
and solves the thermal problem using a preconditioned conjugated residual solver. It solves Joule heating 
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problems and assesses 3D electric potential and current density. Results are provided by graphs, particle 
animation of flow, contour animation and surface temperatures. You can also track certain particles to 
gain further understanding of the flow [37].  

The support is, as previously said, world-wide with regular updates to the software to follow the technical 
advances. 

4.3 Beta simulation software 
Later, when more accurate results are needed, more complex software are introduced. The electrical 
department can keep updating the alpha simulation tools with updated values, addition of components 
and thermal maps, and report these changes to the mechanical team. However, the mechanical team is 
now head of the thermal management of the project. Three different solutions of carrying out complete 
mechanical thermal analysis are stated below. 

SolidWorks Flow Simulation 

SolidWorks is a major tool on the market for providing mechanical CAE solutions. It is developed by 
Dassault Systemes and is mainly used to create 3D virtual computer aided concepts before physical 
models are made, but it can also be used for a number of different simulation analyses using add-ons 
created in cooperation with thermal analysis companies. These add-ons can later help the designer size the 
cooling fins of a heat sink, optimally design a cooling element or find thermal hotspots on a PCB to 
prevent overheating [38]. 

The thermal simulation in SolidWorks is derived from FloEFD made by Mentor Graphics calculates the 
temperature and heat transfer from all three heat transfer categories between components and 
environment, and both thermal structural analysis and thermal flow analysis exist to solve the conjugate 
heat transfer equations. SolidWorks Simulation is also able to move between the analysis and design 
module while keeping all the geometries linked, which is a requirement of an embedded analysis tool too 
[39]. 

Properties of the software 

In the structural analysis, two of the heat transfer methods are set as boundary conditions; convection and 
radiation, while the last one is an integral heat transfer between and inside the components of the 
structure. This approximates the fluid flow to focus on conduction when it is deemed that conduction is 
the main heat transfer method [38]. 

To be able to assess the effect of fluid transporting heat from one component to another in addition to 
conduction, a fluid analysis needs to be made. The flow analysis uses a CFD, Finite Volume method, 
solution to simulate liquid and gas flow to see how components exchange heat with their surrounding 
counterparts and environment. The software automatically models the internal cavities and meshes the 
model at import and delivers quick and accurate results in spite of the simple automatic functions. The 
software is also optimized for MCAD engineers, leaving technical analysis terms and instead use more 
concrete terms such as walls, outlets and inlets. It is stated that the company has reports from most users 
that they can use the module within eight hours of training. The software also allows variations testing, i.e 
the software helps set up different variations of design while keeping loads and boundary conditions and 
material data to compare results of simulations of different designs. For near-wall modelling, usually a 
bottleneck for meshing, the software provides meshing using Partial Cells technology, which removes the 
need of a specific designed mesh in these areas. This gives a complete view of the thermal situation and 
for dedicated electronical equipment, the FloEFD electronic cooling module (ECM) can be used. This 
module includes two-resistor compact models for assessment and also includes a PCB generator to model 
or import multi-layer PCB to calculate the joule heating. An extensive database of predefined fans, Peltier 
coolers, compact components, thermal interface materials and IC packages exists too [39] [38]. 
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FloTHERM XT 

This software can be used both as an alpha and beta simulation software, depending on the imported 
geometries. A sole analysis on the PCB can be made by turning off convection and radiation. Later when 
detailed simulation is at hand, importing the mechanical geometry and turning on radiation and 
convection gives a capable all-around tool for both alpha and beta simulation phases. 

NX CAE 10 

The NX CAE 10 software is a vertical industrial multi-physics software developed by Siemens. It can be 
used as a stand-alone simulation solution or be used together with NX 10, an integrated product design, 
engineering and manufacturing software. It is presented as a PLM (product lifecycle management) 
software and is able to analyze the whole life cycle of a product, involving much more than just thermal 
analysis and mechanical design. NX CAE 10 is a modern simulation software, incorporating several kinds 
of capabilities for performing structural, thermal, flow and multi-physics simulation. For this case, the 
most relevant extension is the Electronics Systems Cooling (ESC). The ESC solution incorporates solvers 
and capabilities from NX Flow, NX Thermal and NX PCB Exchange to create a specific solution for 
thermal management in tightly packed, heat sensitive electronic equipment systems [40]. 

Properties of software 

The software solver is based on FloEFD with the companies own touch of it, however little information 
is released about the update in the NX CAE 10 engine. The main reason for this seem to be the lack of 
academic usage of the software, as reports and analyzes are rare in this field. However, several major 
industrial businesses use it (mainly automotive and aerospace industries), including of course Siemens. The 
software’s main selling point is the synchronous editing technology which enables the user to modify the 
geometry to be able to instantly be able to simulate again and compare versus the old results. The meshes 
and boundary conditions automatically re-adjusts with new geometry dimensions. To be able to simulate 
more efficiently, tools to directly idealize the model by removing features that is irrelevant for thermal 
simulation such as small holes or slivers are available. The software simulates the thermal behavior and air 
flow in electronic systems with hexahedral or tetrahedral meshing, with ability to transition between them. 
Loads can be set up directly on mesh nodes or associated with imported geometry. NX ESC/CAE 10 
supports geometry import from all major formats, and can edit these imports under the said synchronous 
editing technology without any knowledge from feature history [40]. 

The software analyses both steady-state and transient heat transfer problems in all three categories of heat 
transfer. It also has an advanced radiation and environmental heating solver along with extensive flow 
analysis options. Laminar and turbulent, incompressible and compressible, forced, natural and mixed 
convection are covered. 

The support of Siemens is world-wide with constant updates to the software to ensure compatibility to the 
ever-evolving technology. 

4.4 Requirements from FLIR Systems AB 
To sort out relevant software for the application, the properties of the simulation solution is assessed. The 
parameters that are sought after in the modelling software are derived from general claims on the market 
[24] and discussed with relevant engineers at FLIR Systems to put a weight on traits for Early (alpha) and 
Detailed (beta) Simulation. The higher the weighting (maximum 5), the more important the trait is for the 
specific purpose, see Table 3. 
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Table 3. General deciding factors of a simulation software, and average respective weighting (Wt) for them. 

Alpha Simulation Wt Beta Simulation Wt 

Low cost: Training, license, hardware 3.75 Low cost: Training, license, hardware 2.5 

High simulation speed 4.25 Simulation speed 2.5 

High simulation accuracy 2.5 Simulation accuracy 4.25 

Low learning time until competency 4.5 Learning time until competency 3.25 

How complex the software can model 2 How complex the software can model 4 

Compatibility to other used software 2.75 Compatibility to other used software 4 

High intuitiveness 4.25 Intuitiveness 3.5 

Adv. boundary condition management 2.75 Boundary condition management 4.5 

Ability to link thermal & electric pheno. 2.5 Ability to link thermal & electric pheno. 3.5 

Availability of pre-defined components 3.5 Availability of pre-defined components 3.25 

View and export result options 2.75 View and export result options 4.25 

Complete customer support 3.5 Complete customer support 4.5 

Method/algorithms of solver and mesh 3 Method/algorithms of solver and mesh 3.75 

 

The most favorable traits a software have for Early Simulation is thus: Low learning time, 
intuitiveness, high simulation speed and low overall cost.  

For Detailed Simulation, the traits are as follow: Quality customer support, boundary condition 
management, Simulation accuracy and result presentation. 

The software presented earlier in chapter 5 have already been sorted out with the above traits in mind 
(without weighting), and three of each was picked. The author is now in the next section presenting the 
decided software as he sees fits for FLIR Systems AB, backed up by discussion and arguments supporting 
the choice.  

4.5 Decided software 
Firstly, it is of importance to know that the guidelines presented in Table 3 is what a favorable software 
could contain and is not necessarily included in all of them to make them interesting. The study conducted 
can be counted as a preliminary study to see how “thermal thinking” can be adapted in the business 
model, therefore the softwares are evaluated on a little higher importance of traits that would induce an 
acceptance of thermal management. Large-scale alterations to the software infrastructure within the 
company will not be overly discussed because of the obvious business obstacles the change poses with 
employee acceptance. With this in mind and with basis from the research made in Chapter 5, the decided 
software in order is presented in Table 4.  
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Table 4. The selected software for early and detailed simulation in order of interest 

Early Simulation Detailed Simulation 

1. FloTHERM XT 1. SolidWorks Flow Simulation 

2. HyperLynx Thermal 2. FloTHERM XT 

3. Icepak 3. NX CAE 10 

4. Btemp  

 

As of now, the most attractive solutions are Mentor Graphics’ FloTHERM XT & Dassault Systemes’ 
SolidWorks Flow Simulation. 

Alpha simulation 
To begin with early simulation, FloTHERM XT was picked mainly because of its compatibility with the 
already used software for generation of PCB design and component layout. As several tech teams and 
employees work with the same project and components, a platform that new design revisions can with a 
simple click be imported into and evaluated thermally is optimal for a start. Large changes to the tools and 
work pattern for employees are usually not embraced if no problems are explicitly evident and one 
solution is not evidently better than another. Thus, the often most successful choice is to adapt the 
closest, most compatible, solution, also suggested by the requested traits in the software in the previous 
section. The choice of FloTHERMXT  is further supported by the fact that FLIR Systems currently have 
other licenses connected to Mentor Graphics software which lowers the cost & time of implementation, 
training and establishment of company connections. It also has further simulation capacity if a need for 
design analysis or power integrity etc. is needed in the future. 

The choice between FloTHERM XT and HyperLynx was hard due to the similar conditions both 
software have. Both have the same compatibility and come from the same company. HyperLynx was 
originally the top choice, but through discussion with engineers at Innofour [41] FloTHERM was 
ultimately decided. The main arguments were that HyperLynx can’t calculate radiation, it doesn’t take air 
flow, encasing and cooling into account and the solver of FloTHERM XT is generally more stable and 
accurate. HyperLynx is deemed very easy to use, but there is no possibility to refine the modeling further 
after a certain point as the modelling of components include no junctions. Essentially, components are 
treated as a volume that heats up. This works for a start, but the possibility to do both alpha simulation 
and beta simulation in the same software is an attractive option that outweighs the simplicity of 
HyperLynx. 

The solver used by HyperLynx also has some drawbacks compared to other methods. One of the main 
ones, which also is an advantage in some application, is that it uses a Taylor expansion for approximation 
that is generally a method that is not famous for handling discontinuities well. The Taylor expansion can 
solve problems very fast with adequate accuracy if the geometry is non-complex and with low order of 
approximation, as often is the case in early stages of concept generation and standard PCB designs. But 
when the geometry gets increasingly complex, the meshing and time-step need to be re-evaluated, and the 
order of approximation needs to be increased to keep accuracy. This ultimately leads to a higher solution 
time. Another issue with FDM is that it does not conserve mass which might influence the accuracy 
through inaccuracy in heat fluxes. The self-adapting meshing algorithm, yet shrouded in mystery in the 
mother company, should solve these problems by meshing correctly, and the software had enough 
updates to cover up the flaws to stay competitive, as several companies use it for their heat calculations, if 
yet biased sources [42] [43] .  
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For FloTHERM, the solver and mesher are more refined and stable with lesser time to construct an 
efficient grid. 

The import options are a main advantage for the Mentor Graphics software as it supports all major EDA 
formats including IDF. This hampers the usage of Btemp as the model has to be re-done for design 
decision in the simulation software along with the original design tool deployed. The lack of standard 
components with data in accordance to vendors is another major drawback. What made Btemp interesting 
is due to the simple and quick mechanics it possesses. The algorithm, calculation method and meshing are, 
if yet unconventional, very detailed explained with a good mix of both academic and business knowledge 
behind it. However, in this software, a lot of resources have been put on “shortcuts” instead of effective 
algorithms and the method of achieving the results seem outdated. The method used along with the 
meshing technique might also create inaccuracies in complex geometries as the solution is based on a 
uniform heat transfer coefficient assumption and does not account for actual components on the surface. 

If asking around, one often hear that both academic and industrial engineering personas have heard about 
or used it. It has also been a software previously that Ericsson had monopoly on, though one can argue 
that a freeware release of such software without much notice from competitors can be determined as a 
result of its outdated or non-competitive nature.  

Icepak however is a software with functions on par with FloTHERM XT. It has a Finite Volume solver 
with several options to mesh and FloTHERM XT is assumed to be on par with its meshing. The solving 
method for FloTHERM XT is however deemed more suited for early simulation than Icepak due to the 
more efficient gridding technique and integrated solving solution. Often, the solution time is comparable 
for both software, but Icepak is deemed also to be more complex in terms of GUI, setting up a model 
with boundary conditions and having to adapt to the new environment than for the well-known functions 
of Mentor Graphics software. Even though Icepak supports the import options of formats that Mentor 
Graphics use, the argument stands. 

A benefit of performing simulation studies in an integrated environment with CAE is that you can change 
geometry/components and apply the same flow study for direct comparison of the results. 

Beta simulation 
The choice for detailed simulation was harder due to the diffuse differences between top-competitors’ 
software. Since, as previously explained, the more complex software has very refined methods of getting 
accurate results, which also tend to be a company’s intellectual property, it is very hard to assess the 
software without actually applying it to a model and comparing it to measurement results. But the 
discretization method was chosen to be FV. This is mainly because of the general out-phasing of using 
FD methods due to the limitations on meshing, while for FE solvers, yet robust and stable, aren’t as 
flexible with different mesh types and sizes as FV solvers.  

Especially two softwares are attractive, these are SolidWorks own simulations module and FloTHERM 
XT. The first due to the familiarity, the second is due to the possibility of both alpha and beta simulation. 

With that in mind, the first choice to do detailed thermal assessment has landed on SolidWorks Flow 
Simulation module. The first argument here, as with FloTHERM XT, is due to the compatibility and 
familiarity of Solid Works as it is used as the main CAE tool of the company as of now, and is not due to 
change in the near future. The time and training to use the module is thus lowered as the mechanical 
engineers is most likely accustomed to the GUI and controls of Solid Works in general. Not only that, but 
the simulation solver is based on Mentor Graphics’ FloEFD which is a capable and accurate CFD solver 
based on. This also means that a large electronic cooling technology expertise is behind the software from 
both Solid Works (Dassault Systemes) and FloEFD (Mentor Graphics) which is reflected in the extensive 
support that is available from both suppliers.  

In the module, a dedicated electronics cooling extension is included which involves standard components 
with manufacturer data and is intuitive enough to be used by non-CFD specialist while providing adequate 
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results. It is a good choice for engineers who like to do jump between simultaneous thermal simulation 
mode and editing mode to get a quick response from the design edits without too detailed electronic 
specifications. If simply a heat source on an object is adequate, FloEFD is favorable as it cannot model 
more detailed electronics modeling such as DELPHI-models, which rarely is needed for an adequate 
simulation for mechanical engineers. 

However, SolidWorks Flow Simulation lacks several practical simulation extras. Dedicated software for 
simulation tend to have automatic simplification of the geometry for more effective simulation, this 
includes removal of objects and components that do not have an impact on the results. In SolidWorks, 
this is not included which might make it a tedious task to “clean” the model before simulation. This also 
puts requirements on the simulation engineer who has to have adequate knowledge of this simplifying 
procedure to get accurate results. If it is noticed that the results are not accurate or trustworthy enough, a 
transition to FloTHERM XT should be made. FloTHERM XT, as mentioned, works better with complex 
geometries than its predecessor FloTHERM who handles square packaging solutions better but has better 
fundamental base for electronics than FloEFD, while keeping the advanced solver of FloEFD.  Import 
options from Solid Works native format exist and the software is more specified around the specific 
business like FLIR Systems. The investment in both time and money, with potential of not getting better 
results than in Solid Works Flow Simulation for this certain application, puts this software behind, if yet 
only by a small bit. 

NX CAE 10 is an also an interesting solution where, instead of switching between a simulation and 
mechanical design environment, the user can edit the model using synchronous technology to edit cooling 
fins without knowledge of the part feature history. This works for imported assemblies and parts too and 
the results can be compared to the old simulation to see how the changes impacted the thermal situation. 
This software is stated to have a vast plethora of different specific functions which seem very useful to the 
advanced CFD user, but might seem discouraging for the not-so-experienced user and should therefore 
only be assessed with proper knowledge. Overall, it has been hard to find any comparisons or user inputs 
about the software from other sources than their own so the software should be presented as a possible 
solution in the future, and more as a wild-card as of now. What has been discussed and stated on CFD 
forums on the internet is however that it uses the same FloEFD solver as the other solutions. 

The choice between NX CAE 10 and FloTHERM XT, as similar as they seem to be, is mainly due to the 
compatibility of having all products from the same company due to support, maintenance and cost 
reasons. Unforeseen compatibility issues are also less likely to happen between software from the same 
supplier, even though it is often stated that non-native imported files are fully supported. 

Summary 
In the end, the software chosen for first simulation test are FloTHERM XT and SolidWorks Flow with 
their respective simulation modules. These are chosen mainly due to the fact of compatibility, user-
friendliness and user acceptance, but through research it has also been found that these softwares provide 
a capable solution that can compete with other top competitors on the market. 

5 Research: Camera 
The camera chosen for this study is the AX8 stationary camera. This camera has been developed for the 
application to monitor stand-still apparatuses in industrial sensor networks, such as telecom electrical 
boxes or refrigeration units in supermarkets etc. This camera currently out on the market, but has had 
challenging thermal management due the compactness and choice of materials which could have been 
improved if effective thermal methodology had been applied early. A rendering of the camera is provided 
below in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. The camera from different angles, showing the front, back and a view with the front removed. 

5.1 Properties & thermal history 
The camera itself is mostly encased in a plastic cover, providing a compact airtight enclosure to the 
outside. The compact design was provided as a requirement, which proved to be a challenge due to the 
increased heat dissipation of the electrical components on the PCB. It has an aluminum back plate, seen in 
the middle picture of Figure 14, for cooling purpose that is connected to the backside of the PCB using a 
heat pad. Heat spreaders were added to act as conductive heat paths from high dissipating components to 
improve the thermal management. These are seen as gray plates in the rightmost picture of Figure 14. 

A preliminary power budget has been set early in the development for the high dissipation components in 
the camera. By continuously updating this, design changes to improve the thermal situation can be 
presented earlier in the project. The estimated worst case values for the major components are presented 
in Table 5. 

Table 5. Rough estimated power budget presented in the project documentation of the camera. 

Component Power 

CPU+FPGA Max 0.7W 

Ethernet PHY Max 0.15W 

FPA (IR sensor) Max 0.3W 

Visual camera Max 0.25W 

White LED Max 1,2W 

Power conversion losses (approx 90% efficiency) Max 0.3W 

SUM Max 2.9W 

 

The power budget ultimately increased to what is stated in Table 6, which is measured and discussed & 
decided with the system architect.  

The power each component draw is derived from a “voltage map” which determines what component 
uses each voltage level. In this case, this map is complemented with measurements of the current and 
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voltage of each component. As only the current for each voltage level can be measured, the actual power 
divided upon the components at each level is a qualified guess.  

Table 6. Final power budget as decided by voltage map, measurements and discussion with system architect. 

Component Power 

CPU 0.7 W 

FPGA 0.37 W 

Ethernet  0.3 W 

IR Module 0.2 W 

Visual camera 0.13 W 

Shutter 0.01 W (1.1325 W each time it is used) 

White LED 1.134 W if on 

FPGA Memory 0.05 W 

CPU Memory 0.0915 W 

NAND Flash 0.05 W 

Power conversion losses (EXT/PoE) 0.23 W 

SUM Max 4.088 W 

 

This is also assuming that there is no significant heat dissipation en-route to the end-user components of 
power which generally can be correctly stated. The efficiency of the intermediate mediums (cables, copper 
and capacitors) is assumed to be around 90-95 %.  

6 Measurements 
To assess the credibility of the simulations conducted, they were compared to measurements to see the 
situation of the camera during load. To ascertain that the measurements were optimized to reflect the 
respective case, individual tests were conducted for alpha and beta simulations as the conditions were 
different for alpha and beta simulation environments. 

6.1 Method & Setup of measurements 

Measurements for alpha simulation 
The first measurement, to reflect the alpha software simulation situation, was conducted using an IR-
camera to obtain the temperature distribution. The camera used for the measurements in question was a 
FLIR T640 mounted on a tripod. The PCB was removed from the enclosure and put on a plain table 
surface in room temperature (23.8 °C), connecting the components necessary for measurement. No 
additional tools were used (wind cover etcetera) as it was deemed unnecessary. The setup of the 
measurement is in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. First measurement set-up using an IR camera mounted on a tripod with the PCB being stand-alone on a table. 

The product which was measured has two means of powering the device. Instead of having it powered by 
external power, the first option, the alpha measurements were conducted using Power over Ethernet 
(PoE), the second option, which means that a different part of the PCB is powered up than during the 
beta measurements. This means that the majority of the heat dissipated due to conversion losses when 
using the PoE are assumed to happen when the power is bottlenecked into the rectifier which is presented 
as a crosshair in Appendix A at Figure A-1. The efficiency of the components are however similar and the 
heat dissipated is minimal in difference. 

Measurements for beta simulation 
The measurement was conducted using ten thermocouples were put on the most heat generating 
components and points of interest; see Appendix B. This was mainly an experiment to see the effects of 
adding heat spreaders but an assessment of the temperatures inside the camera could also be made.   

Two tests were run, one at an elevated temperature (Test 1) and one at room temperature (Test 2). At 
both tests, the CPU was running at approximately 60% without LED on. 

At Test 1 the testing environment was in an enclosed chamber, providing a temperature increase through 
heated air. The camera itself was placed behind wind cover to nullify the effect of the wind. The back of 
the camera was pressed against a big block of aluminum and the ambient temperature in the chamber was 
held at 50 °C. This test was without heat spreaders to spread out the heat. 

For Test 2 the camera was simply tested at the desk at room temperature (23.3 °C) without a chamber or 
an aluminum block. Heat spreaders were added at this step to spread out the heat. 

The sensors were connected to the measuring points by using Kapton-tape to avoid movement. This tape 
is assumed to not affect the results by a significant amount. These were all put through a HP 34970A data 
logger for proper data acquisition of the electric signals provided by the thermocouples. 
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6.2 Accuracy 
The accuracy for the first method of measurement using the IR camera can be hard to assess. The room 
temperature was effectively read at a thermostat on the wall, but might fluctuate in the room. The only 
known accuracy is of the T640 camera, which have a stated accuracy of 2 % of reading the reading value 
or 2 °C according to the data sheet [44]. 

The measurement accuracy in the measurements to assess the beta simulation depended on other factors. 
The accuracy of the data logger depends on the measurement method and is specified as a percent of the 
readings provided by the sensors plus the range scale the equipment is set to. To assess the accuracy, 
specifications used in these calculations are found on page 16 in the data sheet of the data logger [45]. 

The thermocouples used were unknown and assumed to be J Type thermocouples with a vendor accuracy 
of 1.1 °C. By using the datasheet of HP34970A the sensitivity of the measurements is calculated to be 
around ± 2.1 °C. 

Self-heating of the thermocouples is not accounted for here, which can provide a source of error. 

6.3 Measurement results 
The measurement results for the alpha measurements are presented in Table 7 below. The values used are 
the average value over the surface of the whole component. The IR pictures taken for this can be further 
studied in Appendix A. 

Table 7. Measurement temperatures by using the IR camera to assess the situation used in the alpha simulation. 

Probe Temperature 

CPU 57.1 °C 

FPGA 56.4 °C 

Rectifier for PoE 58.1 °C 

FPGA memory 55.9 °C 

CPU memory 56.3 °C 

Power mgmt. unit 58.8 °C 

 

The measurement results for the different configurations in the beta measurements are presented in Table 
8 below. What is marked in red are probes of interest that are either high in one or both tests. High 
temperatures in this case are set as a requirement that the temperature of components can not reach over 
70 °C. Note that the measurement uncertainty is ± 2.1 °C and the probes placement can be further 
assessed in Appendix B. 
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Table 8. Measurement temperatures at respective thermocouple for respective test to assess the beta simulation. (-) indicates that there is no measurement 
at this probe. 

Probe Test 1 Test 2 

1 Near IR sensor 63.2 °C 47.2 °C 

2 Visual camera 66.3 °C 48.5 °C 

3 Heatpad middle 62.5 °C 55.3 °C 

4 FPGA memory 61.8 °C 55.4 °C 

5 Aluminum back plate 59.3 °C 52.5 °C 

6 CPU 68.0 °C 58.9 °C 

7 FPGA 65.6 °C 57.1 °C 

8 PCB at flex connector to IR 64.7 °C 54.7 °C 

9 Aluminum block  55.1 °C -  

10 Amb. inside wind cover 51.3 °C 23.3 °C 

11 Amb. outside wind cover 50.4 °C -  

7 Simulation  
To evaluate the simulation software, a simulation using the calculated power of the components set in an 
environment that reflects the temperature measurements, was conducted. First, the simulation using beta 
simulation software was conducted, then the simulation using alpha software. The methodology and ways 
of doing the simulations are discussed below.  

Keep in mind that these simulations are an iterative process, and even if the solution quickly reaches out 
of bounds into non-favorable results, the user should be alert and not terminate the simulation too quickly 
as the solution can quickly converge into favorable results after continued iterations. 

The project was carried out non-chronologically with the beta simulation before the alpha simulation and 
is therefore presented as such. 

7.1 Simulation methodology 

Beta Simulation 
In SolidWorks Flow Simulation, a geometry check and simplification is the first step to prepare the model 
for simulation. In assemblies there may be parts that are not necessary for the simulation and does not 
affect the results whether they are present or not. Prior to creating the simulation, engineers should 
therefore analyze the model to see if any part or subassembly can be removed without affecting the result. 
Holes that do not play a role in the simulations can either be removed by changing the geometry, or using 
a built in function in SolidWorks Flow Simulation called “lids”. These “lids” provide a temporary cover 
during simulation to treat the hole as a wall. By simplifying the geometry, the computational time is 
shortened as the meshing and calculation procedure is faster. The geometry check is mainly to see that no 
unwanted leakage can occur and proper contact is between materials and parts that should transfer 
conductive heat. If it is improperly mated and an air gap is evident, this air will act as insulation and affect 
the results.  
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In this model, all components on the PCB except the six main heat dissipaters, see Table 9 below, and the 
main measuring points were removed as it was deemed these were not affecting the results but rather 
made the meshing take longer. The encasing itself had a lot of features removed to simplify the design, 
these included all holes except those for the camera and reflector (which was instead put as a lid) and 
buttons, screws and screw holes, plastic mounting towers and general irregularities in the design such as 
fillets and chamfers. Material data was put on the materials where conduction played a major role.  

Table 9. The remaining main heat dissipaters used as the main points of heat generation. 

Main heat dissipater  

CPU 

FPGA 

Ethernet  

Visual camera 

IR Module 

External power transformer 

 

The first test was to setup the general simulation environment correctly as in Test 1, where there are no 
heat spreaders that might cause irregularities. Quick simulation tests were conducted to see the general 
heat dissipation behavior, gravity and natural convection pattern. As this showed promising behavior, this 
model outline was then used as the basis for Test 2, where the heat spreaders are added and the 
temperature is lowered. The gravity was changed to reflect the measuring position and the material of the 
block was changed from aluminum to wood which have similar thermal properties to the testing table. For 
our scenario with sealed enclosure, the simulation was set up as an external flow scenario, where a flow is 
outside the enclosure and heat transfer is inside the enclosure through the heat sources. The boundary 
conditions is then free stream around the enclosure except for the surface of the aluminum block that face 
away from the enclosure that is set to an ideal wall. The energy balance is kept through the natural 
convection in this scenario so no additional boundary conditions have to be set up.  

A visualization of the simulation environment is presented in Figure 16 where the computational domain 
can be seen as the box around the geometry. The block under the camera is the aluminum heat 
sink/wooden table. 
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Figure 16. The model with including computational domain as used in SolidWorks Simulation. 

Flow Simulation does a transient analysis where a time-averaged formulation of the Navier-Stokes 
equation is used. This means that there is no real “convergence” analysis going on, but rather runs until 
the software thinks the quasi steady state solution is deemed to fluctuate as little to be regarded as 
“steady”. A termination criterion is set for the simulation, which by default is four “travels”. A travel is the 
number of iterations it takes for a disturbance to fully cover the computational domain. When the solution 
is steady for the set number of travels in the termination criteria, the solution has “converged”. In Flow 
Simulation, you can also define goals. These goals are usually the points of interest you want to analyze, 
for example temperature on the surface of a chip, and can be used as convergence criterions. This means 
that depending on the goals set, those goals variables are the prioritized convergence parameters. This 
allows for quick simulation results, as instead of having all parameters fully converge until a result can be 
presented, the software can continue until the goal parameters are converged independently of the other 
variables and be presented at that point. For this case, the goals were the measuring points, for which six 
were used as correlation points. These points are presented in Table 10. 

Table 10. Table of convergence goals and the set main heat dissipaters used for simulation.  

Measurement point/goal 

CPU 

FPGA memory 

FPGA  

Visual camera 

Near IR module 

Aluminum back plate 

 

The meshing in SolidWorks is set to automatic refinement, this means that for cubic areas as the flow 
regions and regular dimensioned solids, the meshing will be Cartesian. For more complex geometries, a 
step-method is used to get a mesh with more accuracy. A Cartesian-based mesher essentially means that 
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the solution suffers reduced numerical diffusion issues compared to dedicated stand-alone flow analysis 
software. Usually “convergence” happens within the low hundreds of iterations while more complex 
software can need several thousand at higher cell counts. The drawback however can be the complex 
connection to reality as Flow Simulation does not have all physical parameters that other, more dedicated 
software has.  

The basic mesh was set to be rough with a medium refinement level of the solid cells, with an increased 
refinement on the small solid features and narrow channels. This due to the convection was the dominant 
heat transfer category and the solid temperatures were more of interest than the fluid temperature. The 
mesh for the fluid and solids are presented in Appendix D. 

One problem arose early in the project. The CAD geometry in this case was changed during the course of 
the project with the addition of the heat spreaders. The results of the simulation early on therefore 
displayed different results for components located far away from the aluminum block/wooden table, 
especially visual and IR camera. This suggested that improper connections between conductive materials 
could be the culprit. Upon further inspection, it was noticed that improper mating of the heat spreaders 
after the simplification of the geometry was one of the causes. One example is the heat spreaders on the 
sides where they had been bent 43 degrees instead of 45 created mating errors. The mating error can be 
seen in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. Figure showing a mating error of the heat spreaders, creating an air gap that should otherwise not be there. 

 

Upon realizing that mating errors can be evident, a thorough analysis of the CAD geometry was 
conducted to ensure that no other parts were improperly mated. 

One of the major problems arose with the setup of the initial state of the computational environment. The 
wizard that supports the user during the setup initially prompted for a default material to be set to the 
camera. Usually, the material set is the material that the majority of the parts are made of, and the user 
later specifies other separate materials explicitly. Defining materials were as simple as clicking the part and 
choosing a material from a table, but the default material option that specified all other materials from the 
default material properties had problems with the thermal properties of parts in a conductive heat path. 
Initially, this was an unknown error that made the certain components hotter than the others, way out of 
bounds for the measurements conducted. When explicitly setting all materials where conduction heat 
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transfer is evident, even though it had the same material properties as the default material, the problem 
was resolved.  

Alpha Simulation 
To begin, the user creates a new project and starts to fill out the initial conditions of the analysis such as 
pressure, units, temperature among other. To import an already created PCB the user transitions into 
FloEDA Bridge. When importing, the import file effectively carries over the characteristics such as board 
shape and size. It also imports the component shape, size and height and general information about layer 
customization, layout and fastening holes. 

In FloEDA on an imported PCB, the first thing is to simplify the PCB. This can be done simply by 
putting a filter on it. The filtering options can filter components based on several criteria such as reference 
designator of the component, physical dimension and power density. In our case, using a filter on physical 
dimensions and reference designator were added, removing all resistors, capacitors, test points and holes. 
This way, the smaller components that are not dissipating heat or obstructing the flow are removed 
effectively, while larger components that either have a notable dissipation and/or have a physical size that 
could affect the fluid flow are left. By filtering out the smaller components that are necessary for the 
electrical design but are not significant for the thermal design, the geometry complexity is lowered and the 
computational and meshing time is reduced. 

After filtering, the components left are now required to include thermal properties for an analysis to be 
conducted. At import, all the components are put as simple model. This means that the components are 
basically solid blocks with nothing happening inside of them. In the thermal details window, a load and 
material can be put on the component to get an approximate answer of its behavior, or the behavior can 
be more accurately described by changing the components to 2-resistor models. 2-resistor models are 
basically a two-level component where a thermal resistance between junction and case, along with a 
resistance between junction and board can be defined for further accuracy. These resistances are usually 
specified by the manufacturers of the components in data sheets and should with favor be used if 
available. Often, when the junction to case thermal resistance value is lower than the junction to board, 
the component is designed to have a heat sink as all of the heat is designed to be extracted from the case. 
This should be taken into consideration when assessing the thermal behavior. By changing the 
components from simple to 2-resistor models, the calculation time and meshing is unaffected. 

A simpler way to switch simple components to more complex components is by creating a database with 
the manufacturer data of commonly used components. The simple components can then, if their package 
name and part number as stated by the manufacturer matches with the database, be swapped instantly 
with a click to more detailed representations. For our case however, no such database exists and only the 
main dissipaters thermal data will be added manually, as these components behavior is paramount.  

Next step is to add the power to the components. This can be done by clicking on them and filling out the 
power value manually in the thermal details window for each component. If a power list exists, where 
each components reference designator has an assigned power level, it can be imported to quickly assign 
each component their respective power, and ultimately, heat dissipation. The components that have a 
power dissipation but are filtered out are exchanged with a planar thermal source when imported back to 
FloTHERM XT. This means that the filtered out power dissipation is spread as a planar source over the 
PCB to more accurately depict a real scenario without hampering the solution speed. However, in our case 
the dissipation of the minor components was unknown, and a manual planar thermal source was put. As 
the visual cam and IR module are not part of the PCB but have a power dissipation, they were included in 
the planar source, yet reduced. The sum of the major dissipaters, as seen in Table 6 without the visual 
camera and IR module, was a total of 1.56 W. Through the data sheets, measurements and discussion with 
system architect, when using PoE the rectifier unit and power management unit in Figure A-1 and A-2 in 
Appendix A respectively have a high power dissipation of an estimated 0.1 W. A rest source was then set 
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on the PCB to compensate for the missing components. This rest source was 0.3 W on both the top and 
bottom side of the PCB respectively. 

After the PCB import is finished, a transfer to the analysis view is made. This will keep all information 
that is added in the EDA Bridge. In this view, either a CAD design can be imported to be analyzed with 
the imported PCB, or SmartParts can be used. These SmartParts are predefined geometry that is usually 
used within simulation such as cuboids, enclosures and heatsinks. These can be customized to fit the 
design and then used for rough analysis. In our case, since the board in the measurements was put on a 
table without any forced convection, the geometry needed except for the PCB was simple. Using a cuboid 
that represent the table with a material constant that represent basic wood while keeping a small air gap 
between the cuboid and the PCB was deemed to accurately represent the situation. The set up in the 
analysis environment can be seen in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18. Simulation setup for alpha simulation in FloTHERM XT. 

When initializing the project, the format was chosen to be Empty Project so the boundaries and initial 
conditions had to be set manually. The ambient temperature was set to 24 °C and the computational 
domain wall boundary conditions were set to open, “free flow”, boundaries to accurately describe the 
measurement environment of free convection. The meshing is an Octree-based Cartesian mesh within the 
computational domain. The cells are rectangular and gets increasingly smaller when approaching 
geometry. The cells can contain more than one control volume as both solid and fluid elements can be 
inside of a single computational cell. In FloTHERM XT, this cell is then divided into multiple regions 
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representing the solid and fluid. This can be non-Cartesian as the meshing can follow the 3D geometry of 
the object to determine the meshing instead, using an immersed boundary approach to split cells in 
accordance to geometry. 

The meshing in FloTHERM XT is controlled by three pre-defined global meshing levels. These control 
the meshing away from the geometry and somewhat the meshing close to the objects. If a further 
refinement is needed, manual local meshing options can be added on components where a geometry 
refinement, fluid channel refinement or a refinement of in a local region can be set. In our model, the 
highest global meshing level was used with a geometry refinement of the solids as the geometry overall 
had no parts with complex geometry such as narrow channels. The meshing can be seen in Appendix C. 

The solver in FloTHERM XT is based on the same as SolidWorks Flow Simulation and solves the 
Navier-Stokes equation in similar way. 

Noteworthy is that if the PCB design changes and an analysis with similar conditions are to be conducted, 
the board can simply be swapped out by editing the EDA of the old board and importing a new one that 
will replace it. The initial conditions and values set will be kept for the new board if the part numbers and 
reference designator are the same. One can also use the setting Parametric Study in the thermal analysis 
view to set different configurations of the problem. These can range from initial conditions to changes in 
geometry and is useful to compare different solutions against each other. 

7.2 Simulation results 

Beta Simulation 
The final simulation was terminated by the software at 322 iterations, as seen in Appendix F. For all goals, 
the fluctuations in temperature were beneath 0.3 K. The results from the beta simulation are presented in 
Table 11. These values are compared to the measured values from Test 2. 

Table 11. Results of simulation for Test 2 compared to measurements of Test 2. 

Point of interest Temperature 

Simulation 

Temperature 

Measurement 

+/- 

Aluminum back plate 49.1 °C 52.5 °C -3.4 

CPU 58.7 °C 58.9 °C -0.2 

FPGA memory 49.1 °C 55.4 °C -6.3 

FPGA  58.1 °C 57.1 °C +1.0 

Visual Cam 52.4 °C 48.5 °C +3.9 

IR Sensor 48.2 °C 47.2 °C +1.0 

 

Visualization plots are easily derived from the results in the software. A cut plot of the velocity 
distribution is shown in Figure 19. As can be seen, the behavior of the natural convection correlates to 
what would happen in real life as the air gets warmer and rises. 
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Figure 19. The velocity field of the fluid both outside and inside of the camera. 

The solid temperatures are also described as a cut plot to see the distribution throughout the camera, seen 
in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. The temperature distribution throughout the solids of the camera. The hot middle part is where the IR sensor, CPU and FPGA is located. 

Surface temperatures of the top and bottom of the PCB are also presented below, showing the surface 
temperature of the main heat dissipaters. The top side of the PCB is seen in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21. Surface temperature of the visual camera, CPU, FPGA, IR sensor and Ethernet load on the top side of the PCB. 

The bottom side of the PCB has an outline of the heat pad that engulfs the components and leads their 
heat to the aluminum backside. This is marked with a box outline below in Figure 22. 

 
Figure 22. The bottom side of the PCB with the memory banks and external power transformer. The box outline indicates the heat pad connecting the 
aluminum back plate to the PCB. 
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Alpha Simulation 
The simulation reached convergence within 95 iterations, as seen in Appendix E. The results from the 
beta simulation are presented in Table 12. These values are compared to the measured values from the 
alpha measurements with IR camera. 

Table 12. Results of simulation for Test 2 compared to measurements of Test 2. 

Point of interest Temperature 

Simulation 

Temperature 

Measurement 

+/- 

CPU 61.0 °C  57.1 °C +3.9 

FPGA 57.7 °C 56.4 °C +1.3 

Rectifier for PoE 55.8 °C 58.1 °C -2.3 

FPGA memory 55.5 °C 55.9 °C -0.4 

CPU memory 55.7 °C 56.3 °C -0.6 

Power mgmt. unit 57.0 °C 58.8 °C  -1.8 

 

Several options to visualize the results are evident in this software too. A particle plot was in this case used 
to show the natural convection along with a spread of temperature, see Figure 23.  As can be seen, the 
behavior of the natural convection correlates to what would happen in real life as the air gets warmer and 
rises at the components if no enclosures exist. Figure 24 further depicts this behavior this in a cut plot. 

 
Figure 23. Particle plots, following particles starting from still air and rises as they get hotter, reflected by the color and arrows for respective stream. 
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Figure 24. Cut plot through the y-axis of the model. The temperature distribution throughout the solids and stream can be seen. The hot zone on the 
top of the PCB is where the CPU and FPGA are located. 

The solid temperature in the PCB is presented as a cut plot to see the distribution throughout the 
components and PCB, seen in Figure 25 and 26. 
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Figure 25. The temperature distribution throughout the solids of the camera from a top view. The two hot squares is where the CPU and FPGA are 
located. 
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Figure 26. The temperature distribution throughout the solids of the camera from a bottom view.  

 

Discussion of results 
For the beta simulation, all the results are kept within margins of what is usually stated for software to 
clear, 10%, except for the FPGA memory module. This is deemed to be because of the heat pad that 
engulfs the components on the back side of the PCB. It is unknown how Flow Simulation handles 
geometry that is inside the solid of other geometries as it provided warnings during solving, and the 
flexible nature of the heat pad can also create unpredictable results when comparing reality versus 
simulation. As previously said, the documentation on the power budget of components can also be 
improved as there is a degree of uncertainty in the total power consumption of the components. 

The flexible heat spreaders are also a concern in CAD modelling as flexible parts are hard to model 
effectively. The heat spreaders are pressed in between modules in the actual assembly of the product and 
could therefore not be modelled without altering the already set design too much, which is not the scope 
or purpose of this project. The CAD assembly is also hard to assess due to the complexity and amount of 
parts and subassemblies that include it. What can be causing the diverging results for the components can 
also be undiscovered isolating air gaps inside or between parts and sub-assemblies. These air gaps ends 
conductive heat paths inside the camera which remove the main means of removing assimilated heat 
through conduction. This is further supported by the fact that the results show a higher accuracy on the 
FPGA and CPU as the heat spreader connected to them was the most integrated one in the final CAD 
geometry, providing minimal error in results. Due to the limitations of the computer used for the 
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simulation, the meshing quality is not the highest and results may improve if using a computer with more 
processing power and higher memory. 

SolidWorks Flow Simulation has an Electronics Cooling Module that is the dedicated module for solving 
cooling simulation problems in electronics. It adds more options to optimally conduct an accurate analysis 
such as swapping simple components to 2-resistor models. This way, a library with manufacturer can be 
set up so that the simulation engineer easily changes the crucial components to more detailed 
representations of the components. This module was however not available at the time of this report and 
could not be evaluated. The mechanics in Flow Simulation however are the same and the module is 
essentially an updated toolbox and should with favor be used in over the standard Flow Simulation in 
simulation activates such as the one performed. With two-resistor models, essentially the thermal behavior 
inside the component is more accurately depicted and should provide more accurate results. 

Worth mentioning here is that both the simulation software and the measurements have an accuracy that 
is hard to assess, especially as the model was simplified due to meshing efficiency and . The measurements 
have an estimated accuracy of ± 2.1 °C which can also change depending on the methodology of 
measuring. 

Overall, the results are within bounds of effectively assessing the thermal situation on a detailed level. 

For the alpha simulation software, the results showed adequate accuracy fast with limited errors. This is 
mainly due to the simple geometry when excluding the complex CAD geometry which not only alleviates 
the solver and mesher but also reduces the amount of error points. 

7.3 Sensitivity analysis 

Robustness of beta simulation model and tool 
A simple robustness test of the simulation was made to see how the results can change when the main 
material properties are relatively unknown. The first choice was to pick the material which have the most 
influence over the heat transfer, the heat spreaders, but since they are ordered with precise material 
properties it was deemed to unrealistic to not be able to assess them easily through data sheets. The ABS 
PC plastic was instead picked as it is the dominant material in the camera. The plastic chosen in the 
original simulation was in the material database at a thermal conductivity of 0.2618 W/(m·K). The new 
ABS material chosen had a thermal conductivity of 0.17 W/(m·K) [46]. Essentially, what this means is 
that the plastic is transferring heat almost 40% less effectively and overall the camera should be hotter. 
The results are presented in Table 13 below. The solver reached convergence at 295 iterations showing 
similar behavior as with the first plastic, seen in Appendix G. 

Table 13. Result of simulation with a plastic with lower thermal conductivity. 

Point of interest Temperature 

Simulation 

Temperature 

Measurement 

+/- 

Aluminium back plate 49.1 °C 52.5 °C -3.4 

CPU 61.5 °C 58.9 °C +2.6 

FPGA memory 50.2 °C 55.4 °C -5.2 

FPGA  61.3 °C 57.1 °C +4.2 

Visual Cam 55.6 °C 48.5 °C +7.1 

IR Sensor 50.1 °C 47.2 °C +2.9 
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As can be seen, the choice of plastic in this case can change the results significantly. The camera does 
indeed get hotter which can affect the decision-making in the project, as much as 3.26 °C in this simple 
test.  This means that with limited information about the precise material properties, simulation results can 
vary. A decision should be made if a proper investigation and documentation is worthwhile as it will 
increase the accuracy of results.  

It is suggested that for proper simulation procedure to occur, adequate documentation of the materials 
used within the camera and their physical and thermal properties should exist. 

Simulation of extreme working conditions 
The working conditions of AX8 are from 0 °C to 50 °C. In early simulation where a basic “go or no-go”- 
check is being made, simulating these “edge temperatures” along with the predicted average temperature 
should give an indication whether the project is viable or not. For the detailed simulation, this is an 
indication on how well the mechanical design work with the components in terms of thermal 
management. Essentially, since the lower temperature edge is still relatively high, the higher temperature 
edge should be the one causing trouble. This is done by effectively changing the ambient and radiation 
temperature. These simulations can however not be confirmed by or correlated to any existing 
measurements or data, and is instead a result of using the software for an un-tested, yet likely, scenario. 

Using the alpha simulation software, results are obtained as presented in Table 14. 

Table 14. Alpha simulation results of the extreme working conditions 

Point of interest Temperature 

at Tamb = 50 °C 

Temperature 

at Tamb = 0 °C 

CPU 84.6 °C 39.0 °C 

FPGA 81.4 °C 35.7 °C 

Rectifier for PoE 79.5 °C 33.6 °C 

FPGA memory 79.3 °C 33.5 °C 

CPU memory 79.4 °C 33.6 °C 

Power mgmt. unit 80.7 °C 34.9 °C 

 

What can be seen is that the temperature with ambient temperature set to 50 °C is high and effective 
cooling techniques should be considered already in this stage. It is often normal that temperatures of 
component reach higher temperatures when no heat sink is in the design. At 0 °C ambient temperature, 
the components work at lower temperatures which means a more effective working condition as there is a 
lower thermal risk. 

The results for the beta simulation software are presented in Table 15. 
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Table 15. Beta simulation results of the extreme working conditions 

Point of interest Temperature 

at Tamb = 50 °C 

Temperature 

at Tamb = 0 °C 

Aluminium back plate 72.8 °C 26.4 °C 

CPU 82.9 °C 38.0 °C 

FPGA memory 73.8 °C 28.2 °C 

FPGA  82.4 °C 37.3 °C 

Visual Cam 76.9 °C 32.7 °C 

IR Sensor 72.8 °C 28.2 °C 

 

The temperature in this stage is high, especially on the CPU and the FPGA, when testing the upper limit, 
close to what the components can’t handle. The maximum temperature on components are often stated 
to be around 85 °C for commercial grade applications. It is also a question on how the actual performance 
of the components is under these elevated conditions. Especially since the application of the camera is to 
capture heat, how does the internal heat affect the IR sensor? This should give an indication that the 
encasing method of plastic used, without further integrated cooling solutions to dissipate the heat from 
high dissipating components, should be overlooked and design changes considered.  

Why the test on the lower limit should be done is to check the software around the transition from 
negative to positive temperatures as this can influence the solving due to the unsure handling this might 
endorse in the software. The thermal situation in this case should be no problem as there is no active 
cooling, but in other applications where an active cooling takes part, some components may experience 
problems when getting too cold. Here, the components will be at less risk of temperature induced failure 
as they are cooler than in room temperature. 

Note that the measurement test results in high ambient temperature (Test 2) should not be confused or 
correlated with the results of this simulation exercise as the conditions are not similar, using other 
materials and direction of gravity among others. 

7.4 Assumptions and limitations 
By removing the minor electrical components, the meshing and solving time is reduced when doing 
thermal analyzes. However, it is unsure how this affects the results. In the FloTHERM XT, this was done 
automatically through a filter, while in SolidWorks Flow Simulation, this was done manually. View factors 
that affect radiation, the effect on fluid flow and general model behavior can be affected. The knowledge 
about what is necessary or not to correctly simulate the behavior is gathered over time and is at this stage 
in the cradle and has not been further investigated. 

The power to respective circuit could have improved documentation. With the available information 
gathered from interviews and the company portal, the final power of each component is not presented as 
a set number but as a rather broad interval. This makes this error source potentially large and can cause 
the simulation to lose accuracy. Especially, complex components that have inputs at several power levels 
are subject to this potential error source. Often, these components are also the high dissipating 
components. This makes the accuracy of the simulation as a whole to be reduced. Some components are 
also hard to measure and qualified assumptions from the system architect, measurement engineer and 
author had to be made. The same situation is applicable to the material data of a number of parts of the 
camera where the information in some cases are not updated or explicitly stating the actual detailed 
material. 
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The machine used for simulation was a Windows 7 64-bit workstation with 16 GB RAM and an Intel 
Core i5-3470 CPU @ 3.20 GHz. This machine is however not powerful enough to efficiently solve more 
detailed meshes, so a less detailed mesh with larger cells were chosen to be able to iterate the simulation 
process enough to be able to get an adequate answer efficiently. Using a more powerful machine would 
lower the time between each simulation and would have a higher chance of achieving accurate results 
faster. For more basic meshes and geometry, such as the one used in the alpha simulation, the 
computational power was enough to reach convergence within 30 minutes. 

A lot of information that influences the results of the simulation can’t be derived for complex models 
compared to real life situations. In the model, the material is ideal while in real life it can be porous or 
have altering properties inside the solid. The heat spreaders in real life are flexible which is not the case in 
the CAD model which can give an improper contact with the surfaces it belongs to, which might 
influence the results greatly as it is one of the main methods of diverting heat in this camera. The 
smoothness of the materials surfaces is ideal in the simulation, but rarely is in real life which makes the 
contact ideal while real life scenarios need a thermal interface material that can have different thermal 
properties. This can be set using the Electronics Cooling Module in SolidWorks Flow Simulation, but as 
the module was unavailable, this could not be investigated. This module also includes 2-resistor models of 
the components which would represent the components and their heat paths more accurately. This would 
affect the result, but it is unknown how much. 

Often simulation models of electronics are set up to exclude radiation. This is because, as seen in equation 
(14), radiation intensity is proportional to the temperature to the fourth power. At high temperatures, this 
get increasingly significant, but around temperatures involving average electronics (~85 °C and lower) this 
can usually be neglected. However, for our case it is not. It is not correct to assume that the temperature 
difference is small as evident by the measurements and radiation is therefore included. As the camera 
work around the limit of what is an acceptable operating temperature of the components, the radiation 
factor gets increasingly significant and is included to provide a more accurate answer, although it has a 
significant impact on the solution time in the simulations. 

During all temperature measurements, the camera stream visual feedback not on full capacity which is one 
of the major power dissipaters.  It is therefore assumed that the power it uses is cut by around half down 
to 0.06 W instead of 0.13 W when conducting simulations. 

8 Project Results 
Overall, the suggested improvements along with the simulation exercises as described in this report should 
prove to be an effective thermal assessment method to incorporate in FLIR Systems’ already existing 
product development cycle, or act as a pre-study for further refinement. The simulation software for both 
alpha and beta simulation had a relatively short learning time even for the unexperienced user and 
provided adequate results to be used for decision-making. 

The suggested improvements should reduce the risk of problems associated with thermal management. 
However, a few steps, although small, are needed to fully support the change, as to further improve the 
situation to for simulation engineers. This is mainly in documentation of the materials and power budget. 
Economically, excluding the simulation software, the suggestions should not be demanding as it is mainly 
internal logistic improvement, but care must be taken to fully incorporate all the suggested alternatives for 
the optimal outcome for the company.  

The results as a whole are somewhat hard to assess as this can be seen as a pre-study to what the company 
can expect if the company decides to implement the suggested improvements with the suggested tools. 
The simulations carried out are to reflect the outcome of the suggested improvements, but is however not 
fully according to the methodology suggested in this report. To get thorough results would require 
following a project from start to finish to assess the method as a whole and how it evolves with 
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progression of development. What can however be assessed is the integration of the simulation software 
and the credibility of the simulations conducted by comparing it to measurements conducted. 

To begin with, the FloTHERM XT interface bears striking resemblance to the interface of SolidWorks. 
The software suite is user-friendly, providing the familiar environment of SolidWorks and Mentor 
Graphics for the company. As the simulation procedure historically has been for the mechanical engineers 
who are accustomed to the SolidWorks interface, electrical engineers can be trained in the software 
quickly with the guidance of the mechanical engineering department if necessary. The integration value 
with the already existing PCB layout software is high and a majority of the information exist to be able to 
quickly set up a simulation to assess the thermal situation, except a power list and a component library. 
These two will be built up over time but if dedicated resources are put into assimilation of these, 
increasingly accurate and effective simulation results can be achieved in the near future. Ultimately, the 
software could also support beta simulation by importing CAD geometry and can be a competitor for 
SolidWorks Flow Simulation and its Electronics Cooling Module.  

As can be seen with the beta simulation Flow Simulation, the software provided easy tools to learn and 
use in favor of thermal assessment for persons not well-traversed in simulation. Instead of using the 
technical jargon common to simulation engineers, the software uses familiar terms to get a more common 
approach on the modeling, simplifying it for engineers in other areas. The act of simplifying the design 
should be doable with the knowledge of CAD software that exists in the mechanical engineering 
department. 

SolidWorks Flow Simulation relies heavily on the CAD design in applications where conduction heat 
transfer takes a major role, and since it wasn’t updated to the latest revision at the time of writing this 
report, the results are somewhat inaccurate. It is unknown how the clipping in geometry is handled by the 
software in calculations of the convective heat transfer. As the extent of this report was to see how well 
these softwares would suit to be just “picked up and used” for a common engineer, drastically changing 
the geometry to reflect the updated camera revision was deemed out of the project scope. Simulating 
overall is also best suited for solutions where a flexible material is not the main method of removing heat 
due to the previous statement about difficulties with realistic behavior between simulation environment 
and real life. However, as can be seen by the beta simulation results, it can be done to an extent with 
adequate results. 

What is interesting is that the most used software for thermal simulation is based on just a few variations 
of solvers. FloEFD tend to be the solver and mesher incorporated in many software used for CAE design 
and in their own, so the difference overall in these softwares are in the end usually minimal and differs 
more in the user interface. That is depending on the method of solving however, as for example IcePak 
uses a different approach than FloTHERM. Using a FE method for solving should provide a more stable 
solver, but gets increasingly time-consuming as the meshing grid gets larger due to the computational 
nature of the FE methods equation. 

9 Conclusions & Future Work 
To conclude, the simulation software can be used to get an analysis on the thermal situation in a camera 
following the procedure described in this report. It is however paramount for the results to be accurate if 
proper documentation exists to enable effective simulation. A significant amount of time will have to be 
invested in building up a database of parameters to include in simulation exercise to ensure that the 
simulated data is accurate and useful. Training affected employees in the simulation exercise will also take 
some time depending on the willingness and resources put into it. Before that happens, consulting outside 
resources for analysis might be a solution, if yet expensive.  

The actual result of using this method can be somewhat biased as the sophisticated thermal management 
suggested in this report was applied in an already existing project which is too late, by statement earlier in 
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this report. Results from using this methodology in a real project can thus not be achieved at this point 
and is therefore up for further study if interest exist.  

As only one software was evaluated practically for both alpha and beta simulation, other competing 
software yet to be assessed can be more favorable in terms of simulation. However, the software that was 
evaluated is the first software to be considered if an effort to improve the thermal design is on the table. 
As it has turned out to be favorable, a further, deeper analysis can now be made using this report as a 
foundation for support in further arguments and discussion of the subject. The technology for simulation 
is also an ever-evolving area. If proper action is not within reasonable amount of time, a consideration of 
updating or validating this report should be made before using it as a basis for further study. 

The beta simulation case can if interest exist be set up in Electronics Cooling Module and exchange the 
component to 2-resistor variants and compare the results versus the results in this report. The geometry 
can also be less simplified to, possibly, more accurately represent the actual camera. This with a more 
powerful machine and a more detailed mesh that is tailored after the camera would solve any question 
marks still evident in the project. 

FloTHERM XT should also be tested as a tool for beta simulation. The import of the CAD geometry is 
easily done as can be seen in Appendix H, but the actual simulation procedure was out of the scope of this 
project. How to import the EDA data for the PCB is explained in Chapter 8.1. 
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 Appendix A 
The measurement presented as IR images as measured to assess the alpha simulations. 

 
Figure A-1. An IR image of the top side of the PCB inside the camera.  

 

Figure A-2. An IR image of the bottom side of the PCB inside the camera.  
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Appendix B 
The thermocouples placement of the second measurement to assess the credibility of the beta simulation 

 
 Figure B-1. The placement of the thermocouples in beta measurements. 
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Appendix C 
The meshing of the model in FloTHERM XT. The white boxes are not meshed due to them being 2-
resistor models that do not need meshing. 

 
Figure C-1. Meshing of the computational domain in FloTHERM XT. Refinement measures has been added closer to the solid. 
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Appendix D 
The meshing of the model in SolidWorks Flow Simulation. Blue represents fluid cells and red represents 
solid cells. 

 
Figure D-1. Fluid cells inside the computational domain represented in blue. Refinement measures has been added closer to the solid. 
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Figure D-2. Solid cells of the camera represented in red with the geometry still visible. 

 
Figure D-3. Top view of the fluid cells without geometry inside the computational domain.  Refinement measures visible at finer details of the camera 
and closer to the walls of the camera. 
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Figure D-4. Top view of the solid cells without geometry.  Refinement measures visible at finer details of the camera. 
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Appendix E 
The convergence of the different goals set in FloTHERM XT. The rate of convergence for all goals can 
be seen in the Normalized Goals window, while the set surface goals’, marked in blue and green, 
convergence can be seen in Selected Goals window. 
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Appendix F 
The convergence of the different goals set in SolidWorks Flow Simulation. Saving options were limited to 
include the whole iteration process window, but no irregularities until convergence are beyond the 180 
iterations mark. 
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Appendix G 
The convergence of the different goals set in SolidWorks Flow Simulation using a different plastic to test 
the robustness of the simulation model. Saving options were limited to include the whole iteration process 
window, but no irregularities until convergence are beyond the 180 iterations mark. 
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Appendix H 
The figures below show how to import existing CAD geometry into FloTHERM XT for a detailed 
analysis as a beta simulation. 

 
Figure H-1. Open the assembly or part that is to be analyzed. Several formats are supported. 
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Figure H-2. The mates in an assembly file is carried over and is fully functioning in FloTHERM XT. 

 
Figure H-3. Select the board and click Import EDA Data to transfer to the EDA Bridge. After transferring back to the analysis view, suppress the 
old board layout and begin setting up the simulation model. 
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Appendix I 
Gantt schedule that described the work plan and flow during the project. It was continuously updated to 
see progress. 

 


